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REGIONAL/
SUSTAINABLE
SINCE THE 1950s, Pretoria’s architecture has been strongly associated with regionalism. At that time Norman Eaton, having made a brief foray into the purist
Modern Movement adopted by his contemporaries in Johannesburg, began producing work which was built of local materials, which engaged with local climate and
which reflected overtly forms, textures and details drawn directly from southern
African building traditions. At the same time, Helmut Stauch on one hand experimented with new house forms derived from regional highveld studies in the light
and ventilation, and on the other looked to Brazil for models of a modern architecture which were more appropriate to warmer climates than the European. Many
Pretoria architects followed their lead and a distinctive school emerged.
Like many regionalist movements, this one was associated with nationalism and
the growth to power of Afrikaner nationalism, with which it coincided closely and of
which it was an essential cultural component. However despite the negative connotation and a few blatant lapses, many of the better works, in my view, transcended a
bald categorisation as nationalistic. They were considerably more complex, subtle and
nuanced than that suggests. Small wonder that they spawned a widespread approach
that persists still, three quarters of a century later, and of which there are examples in
this issue. The approach seems particularly relevant now – for two reasons.
For the first time in its history, the country is seeking identity as a whole. Listen in
to any phone-in radio programme on any day of the week and you will hear a discussion of one kind or another about national identity: political, economic and cultural.
Some, littered with confined sectional interest and prejudice towards outsiders, is
very objectionable. But some is not. A concern for national identity is not, by definition, malign. It stimulated, for example, a new flowering of music in Russia, evident
in the compositions of Mussorgsky, Shostakovich and Stravinsky. In Finland, the
composers Sibelius and Kokkonen, and architects Sonck, Saarinen and Aalto, were
caught up in its benign ingredients of love and respect for things local and a desire
to communicate them to the world. They went off into the countryside and explored
and recorded traditional folk music, vernacular architecture, ancient skills, forms of
natural landscape and the quality of light. Those features of their home environment
were as powerful a source of inspiration as contemporary international developments.
Secondly, a regionalist approach has particular relevance now because the demands of sustainability require it. How can you make a technically sustainable built
environment without understanding local climate, temperature variation, air movement, humidity or rainfall? How will we make environments which are sustainable,
in the sense that all can identify with and take ownership of them, without learning
from local traditions? It’s impossible to reduce the ecological footprint of building,
without an intimate knowledge of the source and capacity of local materials and
skills. We will not generate a process of building sustainable South African cities
and towns unless we engage directly in interventions of every scale, with local problems of inequity, race/class division and suburbanisation.
The prospect of the project, implied in these two considerations, is exciting. At
one level architects will be confronting old issues with more sophisticated knowledge, as well as many new ones which have such urgency and relevance, they will
enable, if tackled seriously, a real contribution to be made to the South African
community at large. At another level, because South Africa’s racial complexity and
economic disparities mirror those of the world on a micro scale, the work produced
will be of great interest and will surely provide global leadership.
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UFS CONFERS DOCTORATES
ON THREE ARCHITECTS
It must have been a first for South
Africa when three doctorates in architecture were awarded at the same institution, and all at one go. This occurred
at a winter graduation ceremony held on
the Bloemfontein campus of the University of the Free State. PhD degrees were
conferred upon Corobrik Architectural
Student of 2006, Hendrik Auret, for a Norberg-Schulz-Heidegger topic; on Gerhard
Bosman for a thesis on earth construction;
and on Madeliein Stoffberg, who interrogated the perception of two community
centres through the lense of Lefebvre’s
spatial triad. Architect-planner Prof emeritus Das Steyn was principal supervisor
for Dr Bosman, and Prof Walter Peters for
both Drs Auret and Stoffberg.
GUGGENHEIM HELSINKI COMPETITION
The winner of the competition, as discussed in the previous issue, is Moreau
Kusonuki – a Paris-based firm which
was one of the six finalists. The project,

which aroused so much debate locally
and in the international architectural
community, seems likely to continue.
The intention amongst its promoters
and, it would seem, of the architects, was to give the Finnish capital a
museum with the same kind of drawing power as Bilbao. However, about half
of the country believe this to be unlikely, a bad idea anyway and, at a cost
of R3,12-billion, not worth the risk.
DEATH OF TWO MAJOR ARCHITECTS
James Gowan was, for a number of
years, James Stirling’s partner at the firm
Stirling and Gowan, which was responsible for many outstanding buildings in
the 1950s and ’60s. A more reticent man
than his ebullient partner, he nevertheless clearly made a significant contribution to the direction and quality of
the firm’s work, which perhaps reached
its peak in the Leicester University
Engineering building of 1963. Gowan
died recently at the age of 91.
Charles Correa, born in 1930, passed

away in June this year. He was probably
India’s foremost architect of his generation. Correa’s output varied widely from
the Mahatma Gandi Memorial museum,
to the Champalimaud Centre in Lisbon,
and numerous fine housing projects that
made a huge contribution to his home
city, Mumbai, and also to current thinking about low-cost housing. More than
any of his contemporaries, Correa really
gave India its own modern architecture
and so he will remain an inspiration to
architects in all parts of the previously
colonised world.
1. New doctorates, from left to right:
Dr Hendrik Auret; Dr Gerhard Bosman;
and Dr Madelein Stoffberg.

ERRATUM
In the previous issue ( Architecture SA ,
May/June 2015), House Bresler (p34)
was incorrectly attributed to Meyer and
Associates. It was, in fact, the work of
the firm Meyer + Vorster Architects,
Urban Designers and Interior Designers.

Photo: Leonie Bolleurs
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THE CAPITAL OFFENCE
BY: HEIDI VAN EEDEN

‘NOTE TO ARCHITECTS: you thought
you could ignore “Junkspace”, visit it
surreptitiously, treat it with condescending contempt or enjoy it vicariously.
Because you could not understand it,
you’ve thrown away the keys.’ – Rem
Koolhaas, 2001, Junkspace.
It has been nearly 14 years since Rem
Koolhaas’s infamous Junkspace was first
published. Throughout his jeremiad,
Koolhaas repeatedly warned against 21st
century architecture and its lack of identity, meaning and depth. ‘Junkspace’,
by Koolhaas’s definition, is not architecture, but the opposite thereof: it is space
with all meaning removed; construction
without (conceptual, spatial or material)
integrity… Simply put, ‘Junkspace’ is
building for the sake of building.
Despite Koolhaas’s warning, we have
surrendered our cities to ‘Junkspace’.
We find ourselves enveloped by its flaccid, air-conditioned hostility, victims to
the mushrooming urbanisation of unrestricted and unconsidered expansion.
‘Junkspace’ presents itself as the cancerous construction of so-called ‘urban
nodes’ around Menlyn Park in Pretoria,
Fourways in Johannesburg, and N1 City
in Cape Town. Here, ‘architecture’ responds to shopping malls, highways and
the latest trends in high-tech cladding,
but mostly reacts to nothing and serves
no-one. In this new urban reality, form
follows finance – and more is more, but
also never enough.
How did we get here, when for five
long years (at least), each and every one

of us slaved away – day and night – meticulously analysing context and designing
sensitive, concept-driven buildings?
We can blame ‘Junkspace’ on the
heightened pace of construction in an
increasingly tumultuous financial environment… We can blame it on digitalisation and the fact that it is easier than
ever to ‘design’ without thought... We can
blame it on globalisation and the fact that
we are building buildings in China, Spain
and Nigeria, without truly understanding
the climate, client, culture or context. We
can blame-shift all we want, but I would
like to blame ‘Junkspace’, at least partially, on architects; and on our own stubborn snobbery towards our industry.
The construction industry is almost
wholly based on financial gain, yet architects are actively taught to ignore financial restrictions in design and to avoid
‘commercialism’ as though it is a curse.
At best, we dismiss commercial space
without too much thought; without truly
taking the time to interrogate its spatial
downfalls or to analyse its merits (this is
especially ironic as all architects seem to
share a deep fascination with agoras and
informal market spaces). At worst, we see
commercial architecture as ‘selling out’,
and we guiltily take on commercial jobs
by viewing them solely as the financial
support which enables us to design ‘real’
(unprofitable) architecture on the side.
Our condescension towards commercialism has resulted in our schools
teaching us philosophy and history, but
neglecting almost entirely the financial

feasibility of construction. As a result,
we never learn how to design with these
restrictions in place, nor how to challenge the typical typologies of profitable
construction. As architectural education
becomes more and more esoteric, increasingly we are unable to quantify the
value of architects or to communicate
the very real need for certain design
fundamentals beyond vague expressions
of ‘space-making’.
By waiting for those elusive library or
art gallery commissions, we miss real opportunities to make new public spaces.
Dare I say it, but shopping centres and
office parks are the agoras and markets
of the 21st century. Beneath the polished
floors and flickering neon signs, they have
the potential to become event spaces, to
encourage community development, to
activate neighbourhoods and to cultivate
public life. Instead of blindly following
the known formulas of commercial design and squeezing as much bulk and
profit as we possibly can out of a site, it
should be our moral duty as designers
to convince clients of the unquantifiable
value of good design principles within
these spaces.
By embracing commercial architecture
as an ally, we may reclaim the power of
having a true say in its making. In an
ideal world, architects would pay as much
attention to (and have as much pride in)
the design of a highway strip mall as they
would in the design of an inner-city opera
house. As a result, the highway strip mall
would most probably cease to exist.
7
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PIERNEEF 267 – CONVERTED
ARTIST’S HOME AND STUDIO
ARCHITECT: ’ORA JOUBERT ARCHITECTS
BY: ’ORA JOUBERT AND GERT VAN DER MERWE
PHOTOS: CARLA CRAFFORD
ARCHITECT’S BRIEF
The architect was commissioned by an
artist to convert a nondescript and rather
ungainly-looking 1960s house into a more
comfortable home, combined with a new
painter’s studio and workshop.
The original, three-levelled house was
built on an extremely long, narrow and steep

1

site, coupled with a number of terraces
formed by substantial stone retaining walls.
The first part of the design entailed
the rezoning of the extant accommodation and the reconfiguring of the internal circulation, also exploiting newly
generated vistas and vantage points. The
garage and storage space on the first level

is linked internally with a new steel staircase leading to the second level, whereas
a concrete spiral staircase links the second and third levels.
By removing the hipped roof of the
original house and replacing it with a flat
concrete roof, various double – even triple – volumes materialised; ideal for the
prolific artist to exhibit large works, but
also for cross ventilation.
The second stage pertained to the
design of a studio, with a cartouche –
containing ablutions, a kitchenette and
a pizza oven-like fireplace – serving as
space divider and roof support.
Both new roofs can be accessed for recreational purposes, taking advantage of a
commanding view of the north of Pretoria.
Apart from the Corbusian promenade
architecturale, the conversion draws on
early Pretoria modernist influences and
also pays homage to Norman Eaton’s
textured surfaces. Although it appears
to have been relatively simple to accomplish, the conversion was highly crafted and is structurally quite complex.

2
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CLIENT’S COMMENTARY
‘Ek val met die deur in die huis’ is a vernacular expression approximating the
idea that life is fundamentally ‘situationist’; that things occur with the timeless
immediacy of a snapshot, or unfold gradually like a map turning into terrain. The
notion of house as metaphorical framework, to apprehend the forces that situate
us in conditional probability, is here the
philosophical point of departure.
Finding the original house was a challenge. It is located in the old Dutch Town
neighbourhood of Pierneef, in Pretoria,
where the Eponymous One started out
– i.e. on my corner is the house where
his first studio was situated. Now I have
heard of people turning a double garage
into a studio, but turning Pierneef’s
studio into a double garage… Well, it
happens. So it is with ‘Pierneef 267’ –
a site found after an exhaustive scrub of
all the north-facing slopes of the capital.
Originally built by Wilhelm Olivier, as
a summer residence for his German wife
Renate, it commanded what is now the
four stands comprising the steeg to the
right at the end of 31st Avenue. It is snug
up against the rise of the Rietondale Koppie, named for the agricultural facility, on
the gentle slope of one of the most moderate of climates that is affectionately
known as ‘The Moot’.

This fact may account for the terraces
that chart the gradual contours of the hill,
1 537m above sea level. The garden schema was a factually condensed replica of
the Union Buildings gardens, and when
I found the site (on a bicycle) I knew that
it was a place in which to lay down roots.
It is discrete and beautifully tucked away,
in a hitherto forgotten part of Pretoria.
When I acquired the house in ’03,
it was nominally managed as the ‘Valley Lair Lodge’, along with improvised
aromatherapy terapiekamers. A thatched
boma on the streetfront terrace rounded
off this idyll of middle-class utopia.
I cleared the obvious incongruences
and knocked out a few walls to allow for
better light and flow in ‘Villa Pokey’ –
a moniker, courtesy of the architect.
For the next decade, I contemplated
and stalked the place. I was at a crucial
life stage; my mid-forties. Revolution simmered as it does, and I dreamt of reconciling my purpose in life. I wanted to
make art and the space was adequate, but
not entirely configured, to facilitate this
aim. I drew sporadically but, as things go,
it remained a fantasy to actually build
a house around this deliberately-stated
mission. I loved the site and kept dreaming over the next two years, ultimately
realising that I needed an architect.
Sitting at the site now and writing,
I see a different framework of layered
winter foliage, withered oak, outgrown
bay trees and sea pines, contrasted with
a foreground of fire-engine-red poinsettias. Nature is brought into my midst

by a life-size reflection, and the doubling
of both exterior and interior space via its
superimposition in the windows. This impression of nature as ‘intimate presence’
is constant and varied throughout the day.
The interior of the subsequent conversion is its essence. One is announced by
an initial verticality, presented from the
street gate, whereafter everything journeys from a grove of witstinkhout stems.
Access is narrow and cloistered, recalling
the thoroughfares of Sea Point, or Spaniards End in Highgate above the Hampstead Heath common. It is urbane, yet
raw, lined with stone and brutalist concrete steps up to the transparent luminosity of a front-door landing.
Time and space have a particular relationship here. Volumetrically, the novel tectonics of overhangs and apertures
follow the formalist tradition. The spatial
constraints are articulated according to a
strict mathematical matrix. After a short
formal entrance, one is invited up a René
Block concrete staircase, which was constructed by my craftsman father.
The ground floor is actually on street
level. A nondescript façade of Paynes’ gray
municipal steel declares the anonymity of
ego within the exquisite stone ramparts,
which are punctuated with inclined gabions. Far above, the louvre of a brise soleil
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It yielded surprising spatial results, also
due to intense engagement with an artist
of considerable aesthetic sensibility and
architectural insight.

1. Buite vanaf ingangshek
2. Middel sitkamer na wes
3. Studio bo cartouche
4. Middel eetkamer, wyd met biblioteek
5. Vanaf eetkamer na trap en ingang
6. Middel bo na oos

3

4

5

6
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9

hovers in sentient expectation. One senses
that people have put their backs into this
from many levels of expertise and interest.
Without their high-brow and backbreaking effort, none of this could have
happened. All the pleasures of waiting in
a personalised Slow Lounge at Malpensa
cannot begin to compare to the feeling
one has at 22h40, sitting in the lambently
lit library. It is reassuring to inform the
cat that bedtime is imminent and that
he should head out so long; the ritual
of switching off lights and securing the
perimeter is now part of my personal
ritual. The two of us are here to stay.
As much as this place was an adventure
in its transformation, I am aware of its
ability to inform my mood, my thoughts
and my attitude towards life. It feels as
if the house has always been here, in just
the same way. I will make it home.

This is a space of inscription: I am
reminded of every text describing the
life of cities from Mumford, through
Hannah Ahrendt to Richard Sennettt,
when I tread the short promenade from
the study to the southern stoep behind
the kitchen door. Mind the unshelled
macadamia underfoot; you wouldn’t want
to twist an ankle.
The site incline rises almost exponentially, so that by the time one takes in the
gently undulating crest of the Magaliesberg, we are a good 17m or so above street
level. The initial verticals have rotated
into a sweeping horizontality, but one has
had to work those legs and gluteus groupings for this view; I could easily forgo a
gym contract by coming up to the studio
a couple of times a day. Forgetting a book
or a pizza paddle means a set of 74 leg raises, there and back.

Plan your journey because, here,
the meaning in the promenade architecturale meets Le Corbusier’s intentions exactly.
7. Elevations and isometrics of the house
8. Site plan
9. Trap van bo

PROJECT TEAM
Owner: Ian Bekker
Engineers: De Klerk Engineers
(structural); At Offerman (concrete)
Contractors: Sieg and Sandra de Beer
(construction); HJ Fekken (concrete)
Nominated sub-contractors:
Concrete: Paul van Rooyen (SPE)
Steel: Pieter Erasmus
Glass: Ronald Pronk
Carpentry: Jenny Meyer
(Shopfitting Studio)
Kitchen: Afri Kitchens
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HOUSE
JONKER
ARCHITECT: THOMAS GOUWS
ARCHITECTS AND INTERIORS
PHOTOS: DAVID ROSS
THE HOUSE DESIGNED for Johan and
Thea Jonker is located in Silverlakes Golf
Estate, east of Pretoria. Built on one of the
last open stands in an established part of
the estate, it is next to a green belt surrounding the golf course but is separated
from it by Locke Street. The odd-shaped
site had a grove of existing soetdoring
(Accacia karroo) trees on the street. This
natural feature was retained and dictated
the siting of the buildings; it was utilised
to create a privacy barrier between house
and street, but also to draw in the natural
landscape opposite Locke Street.
The Jonkers, a family of five, wanted
a minimalist home that would provide
separate functional areas for the family
members’ activities. The programme is
split up into the distinct functional zones
of the main house, the garage/service
building and the outbuilding. The main
house contains the family living spaces and
2

1. House from the east
2. Kitchen view into the lounge
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6

7

8

bedrooms, while the outbuilding houses
a home office/consultation space for Thea
(a physiotherapist) on the ground floor and
a guest bedroom space on the first floor.
The outbuilding, with its independent
functions, is placed closest to the street
and is nestled in a grove of trees, leaving
the largest and most private location on the
site for the main house. The site is entered

on the southern side, and one is drawn past
the linear graphic façade of the garage/service building to a planting of fever trees and
the entrance courtyard of the main house.
From the outside, a concrete lintol walkway defines the entrance route, with the
swimming pool on the northern side acting as visual focal point in the procession.
A cantilevering concrete slab from garage/

service building lends protection, reducing the scale and assisting in a comfortable
transition between exterior and interior.
3. House from the north
4. Section A
5. Section B
6. Bedroom and bathroom
7. Lounge
8. Guest bedroom and staircase

15
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The main house consists of three
volumes, and one enters it via the
first open and transparent volume, i.e.
the living and entertainment spaces. Its
open-plan configuration allows effortless interaction, while varying ceiling
heights define the separate functions.
The northern façade, consisting of multi-panel sliding doors, allows various
degrees of physical interaction with the
garden and outdoor living spaces.
The second, more solid volume is
placed orthogonally to the west of the
living spaces. It shields and defines the
living spaces, southern entrance courtyard and northern outdoor area. This
more private zone houses the main bedroom and young daughter’s bedroom.
Conceived as a withdrawn space, it is
more intimately scaled.
The third volume on the first-floor level
houses the two older boys’ retreat, containing their bedrooms and a large playroom/living area. It spatially connects with
the ground floor through the double volume, which also acts as a light shaft filling
the ground-floor living spaces with natural
light. Both light and privacy are controlled on the northern and southern façades
by means of slatted timber shutters.
The northern garden has been designed as a series of funtional manicured
spaces, inserted into a natural landscape
of indigenous grass and tree species.
9. Ground-floor plan
10. First-floor plan
11. Main bedroom
12. Patio
13. Entrance
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HOUSE ROOKE, MONAGHAN FARM, LANSERIA, 2010–2011
ARCHITECT: THOMASHOFF + PARTNER ARCHITECTS
BY: ARTHUR BARKER, UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA

1

HOUSE ROOKE at Monaghan Farm,
located near Lanseria in Gauteng, is an
architectural endeavour by client and
architect that extends regional architectural traditions. In a time of architectural
blight, aesthetic confusion and a plethora
of ill-conceived estate environments, both
parties have succeeded in designing a
refreshingly contextual dwelling that extends functional and technological traditions and grounds the architecture in place
and in history. This article will define regionalism and then briefly contextualise
its effect locally. It will explain how the architecture of House Rooke is an extension
of regional traditions and how an imitative and inventive regionally architectural solution, that can act as a possible model
for others to follow, has been created.
REGIONALISM: CONSERVATIVE,
MEDIATIVE AND RADICAL RESPONSES 1
It can be argued that to respond regionally
in architecture, an intimate understanding
and appreciation of the qualities of place
and its relationship to socio-cultural practices is necessary. At a more pragmatic
level, sound knowledge is required of the
geographical characteristics of a region,
such as their climate, topography and
building traditions, which include available materials and technologies (Barker,
2012: 124). Regional architecture responds
to culture through a reinterpretation of

traditional built form, but also to social
concerns through a reinterpretation of
varying ways of living. Regionalism is a
self-conscious response to regional conditions. Architects will choose what to respond to, not out of necessity, but because
of the options available and, to put it simply, because they can (Barker, 2012:125).
Canizaro (2007:18) argues that at the
heart of any regional response is a resistance to standard forms, a concern for
authenticity, and a fostering of connectedness between people of a specific culture, through common associations such
as history and ecology. Canizaro’s supposition that regionalist architectures are
inherently resistive is, however, contestable. Regionalist responses will, by the
very nature of the difference in regions,
be heterogeneous. Some regions will be
more susceptible to outside influence
than others, due to their location (closer to
or further from universalising tendencies)
or, perhaps, the lack of an entrenched
tradition. It can be argued that regionalist architectures resist and accept both
standardising tendencies (that reduce local
differentiation) and revivalist tendencies.
The resultant mediation then shifts on
a scale from acceptance to resistance. The
approach would depend on the value that
the designer ascribes to the varying influences. Regionalist responses can therefore be more accurately described as

reactionary in nature, as they respond
to the polarities of universalisation and
revivalism (Barker, 2012: 125).
The search, in South Africa, for contextually relevant and regionally appropriate
architecture has been ongoing since the
sublimation of indigenous cultural expression during and after colonisation.
Some approaches that come to mind are
the four traditions of the Cape vernacular (Greig, 1971:17; Barker, 2012b:3644). Although Herbert Baker’s Arts and
Crafts-conservative manipulations of
the Cape Dutch tradition are regional – through a conscious response to the
making of place by responding to climatic
conditions through ‘cool loggias and open
courts’ (Pearse, 1960:18) – they are also
a reaction to the ‘eclectic, often vulgar,
but always vigorous architecture of High
Victorianism’ (Herbert, 1975:1). So the
response was, in the main, the product
of a European tradition. Similarly, the
architecture of the Dutch immigrant De
Zwaan (1867–1948), who modified existing pyramid-type forms to suit local
circumstances in the, then, Transvaal,
could be seen as a limited and conservative attempt to manipulate inherited
and standardised Victorian forms.
One of the first radical regionalist reactions in South African architecture was
that of the architect Moerdjik, who negated Imperialist tendencies by arguing for
an ‘Afrikaner (African) architecture’ (Fisher, 1998:124). Moerdijk was supported by
artists such as Pierneef and Van Wouw, and
writers such as Preller. The climax of this
architectural reaction was the Art Deco-inspired Voortrekker Monument of 1938.
Also, the radical regionalism of the Transvaal Group in the 1930s attempted to dispel the ‘eclectic, reiterative and tired’ (Herbert, 1975:1) ‘neo-Renaissance’ (Cooke,
1960:21) -inspired architecture of the period, through the importation of a Corbusian
and Bauhaus motivated Modern Move-
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EXTENDING ARCHITECTURAL
REGIONALISM

1. The northern aspect of House Rooke
(Rooke, 2012)
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ment. Tzonis (2007:216) explains: ‘There
are important precedents in the creation
of a regionalistic architecture in South
Africa. I do not refer to the picturesque
“Cape Dutch” houses, intruding African
or the whitewashed thatched vernacular
that followed them, but rather to the earlier efforts to create a modern architecture
that, as much as it was “western internationalist”, also demonstrated serious efforts
to design within the framework of the region – as the concept “region” was defined
at that moment’. Through Martienssen’s
(1905–1942) editorship of the South African
Architectural Record and the 1933 publication of zero hour, modern ways of living and
the advantages of new technologies were
disseminated. But it was to be a short-lived
period, as the emphasis soon shifted from
Johannesburg to Pretoria, where a strong
mediative regionalism arose.
The development of this architecture
was, in large part, a reaction to the ‘coldness’ of the cubist domestic architecture
proposed by Martienssen and his followers, but also extended the trend of earlier regional works, such as those by De

Zwaan, that reflected the exigencies of
climate and available materials. A true mediation occurred, one which synthesised
modern living requirements, flexible planning, modern technologies and economies
of space/materials and war shortages, with
the need for a truly ‘South African’ architecture that responded to its climate and
setting. McTeague suggests (1983:47) that
the work of Norman Eaton (1902–1966) is
an exemplary example of a South African
[mediative] regionalism, through its synthesis of the planar nature of the International Style, the physical influences of site
and the ‘heritage of Cape Dutch houses’.
So-called Pretoria Regionalists, such as
Robert Cole Bowen (1915–1952) and Hellmut Stauch (1910–1970), used design principles such as the efficient use of space and
a direct response to local context (through
material use and climatic orientation) in
both their work and teachings. Stauch’s
‘houses made good economic, functional
and climatic sense, to assume in their simple vocabulary a poetry with local materials’ (Peters, 1998:175). Cole Bowen, ‘the
constructional rationalist’ (Peters, 1998:

176), was fastidious in his application of
the standard steel window grid of 3’4”
and anthropometric data for cupboards,
drawers and furniture (Fisher, 1998:129).
These approaches formed the design
ethos of many post-war architects, and the
tradition was extended by influences of
Brazilian Modern Movement architects
like Oscar Niemeyer.
During the 1960s, these principles were
further extended by a number of South
African architects. As an example, Piet
Kruger’s 1960s design for a house in Westonaria exhibits all the qualities suggested
by Fisher (1999:125) as characterising Pretoria Regionalism: traditional plan form,
rustic brick, either directly or as whitewashed
stock, low-pitched iron roofs, deep-shaded
eaves and verandahs, sun-shy windows, sensitivity to landscape and land features, and
an architecture responsive to climatic constraints2. This mediative regionalism was a
conscious architectural choice that reacted
to universal and revivalist standardising
tendencies and, in a Mumfordian sense,
straddled the boundaries of tradition and
modernity in imitative and inventive ways.

el et al,

4

5
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examples like Meiring, Naude, Papendorf
and Van der Merwe architects’ Atrium
house in Camps Bay (Wale, 1965:73-8),
which was built over the same period.
SYNERGY
The mediative regional architectural approaches developed after the 2nd WW, in
Pretoria and Los Angeles, bore many similarities and fostered cross-Atlantic architectural influences. According to Guedes
(1998:34), the Case Study House program
indirectly influenced the South African
architect Revel Fox (1924–2004): ‘The
last houses done at Worcester, and those
he was doing in Cape Town, soon came to
be known as “Fox boxes” – they had flat
roofs, quite diagrammatic plans and incorporated timber-louvered screens. They
had something of those Californian case
study houses (which were to culminate in
the Eames house at Santa Monica)’.
In 1960, Harold Le Roith (1906-), together with the Institute of South African Architects, invited Richard Neutra
(1892–1970), one of the most important
contributors of the Case Study House
program, to visit South Africa6 as they
both shared a common love of architecture that responded to site and landscape.
(http://www.artefacts.co.za/main/Buildings/archframes.php?archid=4079&countadd=1 [accessed 16 October 2014]).
Another prominent South African
architect, Norbert Rozendal (1944–1995),
who achieved notoriety with Heinrich
Kammeyer (1942-) for his Pietermaritzburg Cathedral and long-term partnership with Roelof Uytenbogaardt (19331998), worked for Charles (1907–1978)
and Ray (1912–1988) Eames during his
practical year in their Los Angeles office.
Closer to home and time, the Pretoria-based architect Karlien Thomashoff
of Thomashoff + Partner Architects has
created a unique, regional-modern dwelling at Monaghan Farm near Lanseria
airport, Gauteng. It is rooted by its local
informants but, more importantly, is an
extension of deeply entrenched local and
international mediative regional architectural traditions fuelled by the tenets of
Pretoria Regionalism, the predilections
of the architect and her client’s appreciation of the Case Study House program.
THE ARCHITECT
Karlien Thomashoff (1968-) graduated
with distinction in 1992 from Pretoria
University’s Department of Architecture and, four years later, was chosen as a
finalist for the, then, biannual ‘SA Rome
Scholarship in Architecture’. She regis-

6
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Similar design approaches were also
found 17 000km to the west in the buildings of the Case Study House program,
mainly undertaken in Los Angeles, California, between 1945 and 19623 (McCoy,
1977). It delivered ‘low-cost, experimental modern prototypes [that] epitomised
the aspirations of a generation of modern
architects active during the buoyant years
of America’s post-World War II building
boom’ (Smith, 2006: 6). John Entenza’s five-year-long Arts and Architecture
publication became the client for many
of the houses and was intended to ‘offer the public and the building industry
[various] models for low-cost housing in
the modern idiom’ (Smith, 2006:6).The
programme attempted to create modern
dwellings suited to the local climate, the
economic use of material, available building technologies and efficiently organised
internal layouts4. Other formal attributes
of these houses were south orientation
for living spaces, providing year-round
internal comfort and a ‘pronounced indoor-outdoor emphasis’ (Gössel et al,
2009:8). From 1950 to 1960, steel frame
technology enhanced the principles of
the Case Study House program (McCoy,
1975:69). New and thinner-walled steel
profiles with greater strength provided
increased spans and functional flexibility, while heightening spatial transparency. The most iconic residence was Case
Study House #22, the Stahl house (1960),
by Pierre Koenig. Here the architect exploited the possibilities of steel construction on the mountain precipice, providing
a 3m cantilevered floor and 2.1m cantilevered roof overhangs.
Craig Ellwood (1922–1992) contributed
three of the thirty-six Case Study House
projects that were built or proposed,
namely numbers 16, 17 and 18. The latter, completed in 1957, was designed
on a 2 438mm (eight foot) construction
module. The honest expression of the
simple steel framed structure followed
Ellwood’s strong belief that ‘architecture was waiting for industry to develop
standard parts… so they could proceed
with experiments in forms for lightweight
materials’ (McCoy, 1977:105), in order to
achieve constructional efficiency.
Killingsworth, Brady and Smith, in their
Triad development at La Jolla (1959-60),
extended the architectural traditions set by
earlier Ellwood houses by improving the
spatial quality of the somewhat stark, monotonous, nature of its antecedents. The
more sophisticated detailing of column and
beam junctions and the internal cupboard
room dividers are similar to South African

7

8

9
2.-3.Plan of house in Westonaria by Piet Kruger
and north elevation of bedroom wing (Wale,
1965:99-101)
4.-5. Stahl House living room (Gössel et al,
2009:317 and Author, July 2014)
6.-7. Craig Ellwood, plan of Case Study House #18,
Fields House, Beverley Hills (Pidgeon and
Crosby, 1960:140) and entrance view (http://
www.arcspace.com/bookcase/case-studyhouses---the-complete-Case Study Houseprogram/ [accessed 19 October 2014])
8.-9. Killingsworth, Brady and Smith Case Study
House #23B, La Jolla (Gössel et al, 2009:334)
and courtyard of Atrium house in Camps Bay
by Meiring, Naude, Papendorf and van der
Merwe architects (Wale, 1965:78)
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tered as a professional architect in 1998,
after working in Düsseldorf, Germany –
a short stint in the public sector and at a
large firm specialising in health-care design. Together with MAA architects in
2005, Thomashoff won a ‘South African
Institute of Architecture National Award
of Merit for the design of Diamond Hill
Toll Plaza. The project was also selected
as the 2005 overall winner of the South
African Institute of Steel Construction
Steel Awards’ (http://ykarchitects.blogspot.com/2007/08/karlien-thomashoff.
html). In 2013, Thomashoff won a Pretoria Institute of Architects Award of Excellence for House Rooke.
Her regionalist leanings are both inherited and learned. Her grandfather, Philip
Nel (1909–2002) was responsible for one
of the more notable UP campus buildings
– the Aula theatre – completed in 1958.
He was part of a group of architects that
formed a second wave of regional modernism inspired by the Brazilian variant and,
as Fisher has suggested (1998:127), exhibits a strong regional architectural lineage
through the work of Baker, Leith, Eaton
and Jooste. Nel’s NG Kerk in Waterkloof
is a case in point. As a local interpretation
of Le Corbusier’s Ronchamp cathedral, it
extends the Modern Movement’s spatial
and formal traditions using rustic materials like facebrick. Detailing, junctions
and light quality are aspects that Thomashoff admires. She admits, though, that
her grandfather’s work only became influential after she had left the university.
Thomashoff’s final-year project at the
University of Pretoria was a fashion design
centre situated in the veldt in Midrand,
and here the influence of her thesis studio
master, Anton Du Toit, loomed large. He
introduced her to a proportioning system
that had a long history through the influences of Le Corbusier’s Modular of 1951,
Karl Jooste’s visits to Le Corbusier, and
his, Cor Grobelaar and Fagan’s use of the
‘Dynamic Symmetry’ by Hambidge in
their work (Fisher, 1998:128), inculcated
during their University of Pretoria education. It was only while doing working drawings for her thesis, when the power of these
organisational systems became evident for
Thomashoff (2014) – and that way of working has remained with her to this day.
Her appreciation of Pretoria Regionalism grew after she began to work in
the office of Samuel Pauw (1936-). During lunchtimes she and a colleague, Jan
Booysen, would walk around Lynnwood
Glen (near St Alban’s High School) and
document the regionally inspired houses.
These included George Wilsenach’s7 own

10

11
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house on Innes Road which was, according
to Thomashoff (2014), one of the best on
the block. Other inspirations were houses
by Jack van Rensburg, Johnny Claassens
and Pieter Hattingh (1932-)8. Allan Konya’s9 St Peter’s seminary in Hammanskraal
is a particular inspiration for Thomashoff,
through its expression of continuous axes,
spatial continuity, innovative local material use and attention to detailing. Many of
these regionally biased design principles
are evident in House Rooke.
The appreciation of Pretoria Regionalism fostered an ongoing research activity for Thomashoff, that led to the
conservation of a number of exemplars
in Tshwane. These include recent alterations to the Aula and an Allan Konya residence in Hillcrest. In 1999, she published
and exhibited a compilation of local buildings of architectural merit and was one of
the first South African members of Docomomo10 (http://ykarchitects.blogspot.com/
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2007/08/karlien-thomashoff.html).
A particular architectural inspiration for
Thomashoff is the book, New Home Building Ideas – Architects’ Plans for Southern Africa (Wale, 1965), a compilation of Architect
and Builder publications of South African
residences built in the 1950s and 1960s.
The buildings are, in the main, regionally-modern due to their direct response to
place through site location, orientation,
material use and expression of new ways
of living. The drawings are particularly alluring for Thomashoff, through the
expressive and evocative representation
techniques used to communicate landscape elements and materials. A particular favourite for her is the Atrium house in
Camps Bay (Wale,1965:75). Here, a tectonic
logic is rigorously expressed through a grid
layout and finely detailed column and beam
connections, recalling those of Killingsworth, Brady and Smith in La Jolla in Los
Angeles. Functional efficiency is achieved
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through shared compartments and limited
circulation routes. Particular attention has
also been paid to the definition of external
spaces and climatic control through north
orientation and a courtyard protected from
the, at times, gale-force southeast summer
winds. Other formal inspirations are the rustic walls, functional compartmentalisation
and thin profiled roof edge of a house by
Piet Kruger in Westonaria (Wale, 1965:99).
Functional inspirations are the finely detailed room dividers (Wale, 1965:92) and
the brick brise soleil of Colyn and Meiring
(Wale, 1965:38), recalling the early experiments of Norman Eaton in the Little Theatre in Pretoria and Gawie Fagan (1925-)11
at Die Es in Camps Bay, Cape Town.
Thomashoff immerses herself in architecture to build a frame of reference. She
doesn’t believe in style, but attempts to
design houses that personify the clients
she works with explaining that ‘you cannot grow as an architect or be self critical,

THE CLIENT
The clients, Gavin and Karin Rooke, are a
40-something couple originally from Pretoria. Gavin was previously a gallery owner and advertising executive. He speaks
passionately about architecture, and is
certainly far more educated about the
profession and its precedents than most
clients. He explains that ‘Good design is
an ethic, not an aesthetic. You need constraints. Operate within them, and you’ll
find everything’ (Bornman, 2008:163).
Prior to the Monaghan Farm house, he’s
designed and built two houses – one in
the Cape and one on the Vaal River. They
exhibit a sensitive response to place and
local architectural traditions, spatial transparency and constructional innovation.
Gavin explains that at Monaghan
Farm, ‘Our primary objective was to
build a home that leverages the ethics
and aesthetics of mid-century South African Modernism, within a contemporary
context. Accordingly, our choice of architect12 was influenced by Thomashoff’s inherent appreciation for Pretoria Regionalism, given her family upbringing, tertiary
education and active involvement in the
preservation of examples of Pretoria’s
mid-century architecture’ (Rooke, 2013).
Gavin’s fervour for the Californian Case
Study House program and, particularly,
the work of Craig Ellwood, sparked Thomashoff’s interest and has, of late, resulted
in a South African version of the program
using light frame steel construction and St
Gobain products in a house called Stand
47, just below House Rooke13. The Rookes
are also fans of the 1950s and ’60s architecture of Pretoria. Visits with Thomashoff
to Jooste’s house, now a restaurant in Waterkloof, Pretoria, and to the house of Okert
Willem Spruyt, who owns a Charles (Swannie) Swanepoel14 (1932-2004) residence in
Lynnwood (built in 1969), heightened their
appreciation of this architectural period.

The brief from the client was clear
and unequivocal, rational and poetic.
They wanted a Craig Ellwood house
grounded in Pretoria; a small house that
revolved around the kitchen, with an Lor H-shaped plan and a courtyard to give
privacy in surroundings where aesthetic
guidelines prohibit the construction of any
fences. Thomashoff was presented with
a detailed site survey and photographs,
indicating what had to be taken into account – this included pictures of ground
and flower colours found on or near the site.
The house had to be ‘quiet and [should]
not draw attention to itself’, while the accommodation had to include a public and
a private wing with the kitchen at the centre to facilitate entertaining. The house had
to be ‘contemporary’; had to ‘refer to local
residential architecture of the mid-20th
century’ (in turn influenced by the Case
Study Houses of the 1950s); the design had
to ‘integrate the views of the landscape and
the surrounding open spaces without sacrificing privacy’; [and it had] ‘to incorporate
principles of sustainability’ (http://www.
artefacts.co.za/main/Buildings/bldgframes.
php?bldgid=10111&archid=2320).
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really, if you have a “signature” style’. Her
architecture is therefore client-specific before being site-specific. Her House Boshoff
(2000) in Menlo Park, Pretoria, takes a
courtyard form with mono-pitch roofs and
an attenuated plan, all organised on a grid
system. It sets the pattern for her second
dwelling, House Van der Berg (2002), situated in a gated community in Eldoraigne,
a suburb south of Pretoria, which recalls
Jack van Rensburg’s Spanish Style influences through its textural and sculptural
properties – complete with a ‘miershoop’
chimney. Thomashoff describes the house
as raw and naïve but it sets the tone for
houses to follow, not least House Rooke.

MONAGHAN FARM
‘Monaghan farm lies between Johannesburg, Tshwane and Mogale City [and
borders on Lanseria international airport]... It [purports to offer] an alternative
to the norm in estate living… breaking the
mould and providing an alternative model in sustainability’ (Bailey, 2014:39). The
promotional material on the estate website
indicates that the farm is 1 260 acres (510
hectares) in size, with a 3km front onto
the Jukskei river. Only 305 units will be
built in tight clusters, leaving 78 percent of
the land open to all, where ‘10 acres (four
hectares) is dedicated to the growing of
10.-11. House Ross exterior, Worcester (Anon,
1958:46) and House Ross interior (Anon,
1958:41)
12.-13. Philip Nel’s NG Kerk, Waterkloof, Pretoria
(Author, 2014) and part plan (Courtesy of
Thomashoff)
14.-16. Some of Classens’ houses. Left: House
van Biljon, Pretoria (Anon, 1969:20). 15:
House Classens, Brooklyn; cupulo at top
of stairs onto roof (http://www.artefacts.
co.za/main/Buildings/image_slide.
php?type=2&bldgid=10613&rank=11
[accessed 9 November 2014]. 16: Claassens’
House van Heerden, Pretoria (Anon, 1969:21)
17.19. Atrium house plan, Camps Bay, Cape Town,
Meiring, Naude, Papendorf and Van der
Merwe architects (Wale, 1965:75). 18: Brick
screen, House Göldner, Colyn and Meiring
architects, Stellenbosch (Wale,1965:38).
19: Room divider, Baart and Cooper
Architects, Bulawayo (Wale, 1965: 92)
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20.-21. Part of the Monaghan Farm with House
Rooke at the bottom left of the right-hand
side picture [accessed 28 October 2014]
22. Garden view (Rooke, 2012)
23. Views to the southeast are slowly revealed
(Rooke, 2012)
24. Details of roof-extension pergolas (Author, 2014)
25. Clerestory lighting between roof beams in the
living room (Rooke, 2012)
26. A view from the study looking towards
the dining area, with the kitchen acting as
circulation space. Note the axis extending
views into the landscape (Rooke, 2012).
27. View of the courtyard between the two
extended wings (Rooke, 2012)
28. Right: Early concept drawings with mirrored
living and sleeping wings and a final handdrawn rendered plan (Thomashoff, 2012)
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the entrance, while minimising the impact of the extensive garage frontage19.
The sloped site provided the opportunity
for a stepped internal floor which, under
the continuous roofline, allows both the
living and main bedroom spaces to have
higher volumes – similar to the organisation of Eaton’s Anderssen house (1949–
1951) in the Willows, Pretoria20.
In contradiction to the closed-entry
façade, recalling Ellwood’s houses and Koenig’s Case Study House #21, the rear of the
dwelling is organised to slowly reveal, and
directly respond to, the expansive views to
the southeast. A ha-ha wall was constructed
on this edge, to deal with safety and security and to enhance the continuity of inside
and outside and extended views.
The relationship between building and
ground straddles both the classic approach
of the Case Study Houses and the more
romantic landscape approaches of the Pretoria Regionalists. Hand-quarried raw slate
flooring [crazy paving] (Poulsen, 2013) is
used to connect internal and external
realms, thereby blurring spatial boundaries and imitating the Pretoria tradition.
Thomashoff wanted the veldt to touch
the building but client concerns mitigated
against this and, together with the unfor-

tunate orientation of pool and manicured
lawn, these relationships remain confused.
The architecture is directly responsive
to the climate, mainly through the north
orientation of both wings of the building
that pay homage to the courtyard plans of
Cole Bowen and Piet Kruger. A balance of
glazing21 and painted facebrick wall panels
are an attempt to provide sufficient thermal
mass in the Gauteng summer. Solar control
is provided by eave overhangs on the north
façades, formally combining roof overhangs like those used by Eaton and Stauch
(Peters, 1998:137) and small pergolas such
as those of House B at La Jolla, California.
Unfortunately, the same care was not taken at the west-facing windows, where the
garage provides very late afternoon shading but not enough to prevent summer
overheating in the kitchen. There is also
an inconsistency in the north shading of
the living area, where the outside terrace
roof steps back to expose the north façade
and one bedroom window. Underheating22
also occurs in winter, which is partially
the result of the glazed louvers that do not
adequately seal. These are reminiscent of
many Durban houses of the 1960s, such as
Barrie Biermann’s23 (1924-1991) own house
and Case Study House #23 House B at
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organic produce, herbs, cut flowers, botanical gardens’ (www.monaghanfarm.co.za).
The estate requirements are intended to engender excellence in design
through contemporary architecture,
influenced by early ‘modernism’15 and
the veldt context. ‘There is a concern
for green issues such as passive design
[and] energy efficiency, and the use of
renewable energies and compact, smaller houses [is] preferred16’ (Thomashoff,
2014). All houses must demonstrate
‘an element of passive solar design and
the ability to collect rainwater in tanks’
(ht t p:// w w w.mon a g h a n fa r m .c o .z a /
wp-content/uploads/downloads/2014/07/
MONAGHA N-FAR M-ARCHITECTUR AL- GUIDELINES -June-2014.
pdf). The estate architectural guidelines
indicate that ‘spacious, yet discreet, only
single-storey structures that disappear
into the landscape will be permitted.
Roof and wall colouring, for example, will
fall within a range of earthy colours that
match the environment’.
The clients purchased two sites on
the southern, and most private, edge of a
cluster of four possible houses. The second site was bought to preserve expansive
views to the southeast. A row of eucalyptus trees frames the site to the south,
while two houses have subsequently been
constructed on the northern edge. During
2013, the Rookes constructed their ‘Case
Study’ house (Stand 47), cut into the site
and submerged behind a constructed
earth berm between the two sites.
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THE ARCHITECTURE
Thomashoff has adopted a mediative regional approach in House Rooke, extending local and international placed-based,
functional and constructional traditions.
The design has its antecedents in the tenets of Pretoria regionalism and her client’s
appreciation of the Case Study House program. The resultant architecture straddles
the boundaries of tradition and modernity,17 in both imitative and inventive ways.
TOPOLOGY18
A row of existing Eucalyptus trees on
the southern boundary and the extensive
eastern view were the main topographical features that determined the location
of House Rooke. The southern edge of
the house aligns with these trees, views
of which are framed from within the
living area through clerestory windows.
The landscape has been sculpted into
veldt-covered berms, firmly anchoring
the house in its site. The cut into the
western edge provides some privacy to
25
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La Jolla. But its use is questionable in a
climate where humidity is not an issue.
Thomashoff structures the use of light
to align with issues of privacy and the
heightening of spatial experience from
a ‘closed’ western façade to full-height
windows on the east. Between these two
conditions, she provides clerestory glazing
in a deft and partially concealed junction
between roof and external wall, extending
the Pretoria regionalists’ use of ‘unusual
sources of natural light’ (Fisher, 1998:124)
and floor-to-ceiling glazing. The relationship between dwelling and place is further
reinforced through a clear logic in functional organisation.
FUNCTIONAL EFFICIENCY
The bi-nuclear24 efficient planning of
many Modern Movement dwellings is
used to good effect in House Rooke, creating an inner courtyard, a central kitchen and north orientation for both wings.
The typology presents a close and imitative correlation between the courtyard
organisation of House Rooke, and that of
the traditional plan forms of Cole-Bowen’s House Venter of the early 1950s25 and
Case Study House #23 House B, where a
kitchen acts as circulation route between
both wings. These organisational patterns
had already been established in Thomashoff’s earlier houses, particularly in
Eldoraigne. But spatial continuity is better handled in House Rooke, through axes
along circulation routes that link internal
realms directly to the landscape in either
direction, recalling Konya’s seminary layout. Some rooms also become circulation
devices – imitating the efficient and economic layouts of Cole-Bowen and Stauch.
Terraces outside the kitchen, living room
and main bedroom extend internal realms
in similar ways to the limited internal
spaces of the Case Study and Pretoria
Regionalist houses.
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A number of design iterations were
undertaken to determine the location of
the bedroom wing, initially placed on the
southern edge of the site. The final solution provides privacy for the living area,
in accordance with the design guidelines, but leaves the bedroom wing rather
exposed to its new neighbours. Internal
privacy is heightened through clerestory
windows in bathrooms, which create relief from spatial continuity but result in
introverted spaces – unlike many bathrooms of the Case Study House program
and Pretoria Regionalists, which were
often cleverly concealed but well lit and
serviced by internal or external courtyards. Notwithstanding, the advantage of
high-level windows and continuous wall
panels serve the clients’ need for surfaces
to display their extensive art collection.
The principle of compartmentalisation
is extended in House Rooke, particularly
in the design of bathrooms, but more subtly in the suspended storage units of the
kitchen and low bedroom cupboards of the
children’s rooms. These approaches are
partly imitative of the Case Study House
houses of Koenig and many 1960s houses,
such as Fagan’s 1967 House Raynham in
Newlands, Cape Town. The rigorous application of functional efficiency is closely
tied to, and reinforced by, the constructional logic of the building.
CONSTRUCTIONAL RATIONALISM
The tectonic logic of House Rooke synthesises the constructional rationalisms
of the steel-framed Case Study House
houses and the grid organisation of many
Pretoria Regionalist houses of the time,
guided by the 3’4” standard steel window
module. Although Thomashoff is acutely
aware of the proportioning system inculcated through Anton du Toit, her fifthyear studio master, she has adopted a 900 x
1 000mm grid layout that seems devoid of

constructional or proportional informants
– save for the possibilities of an appropriate door width or module for a comfortable
bedroom. Notwithstanding, the synthesis of elegance and lightness in the steel
frame, and conjoined rusticity and solidity
of the stereotomic brick wall, successfully
mediate the intentions of the two overriding tectonic precedents. Although overtly
imitative in many of its derivations, the
simply articulated junctions of the seemingly disparate technologies and a heightened attention to detail from floor to roof
are inventive contributions.
The ground plane of organic slate closely recalls the designs of Cole-Bowen and
Stauch, in the way that it merges indoor
and outdoor space and resists the more
ordered, tiled layouts of Ellwood’s Case
Study House houses that achieve similar
spatial conditions. Unlike the expressive
nature of the Case Study House’s steel
frame, Thomashoff aligns a similar vertical
structure alongside the painted facebrick26
walls, thereby blurring the distinction between structure, infill, openings and internal and external realms. An innovative
extension of Pretoria Regionalists and
Case Study House approaches is the use
of steel-framed breezeblocks that form
raised screens to create areas of partial
privacy. The rusticity of Pretoria Regionalism is tamed through the use of painted smooth facebrick, resulting in a more
Modern Movement planar architecture.
The most inventive tectonic aspect is
the design and articulation of the roof. It
partially negates the flat-roofed Case Study
House idiom and relies more heavily on
the mono-pitch of the Pretoria Regionalists
and Thomashoff’s own predilections, as is
evident in her Eldoraigne and Menlo Park
houses. To achieve as thin a roof profile as
possible, the steel-sheeted roof covering
caps a complicated truss of partially exposed horizontal beams and angled rafters
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CONCLUSION
In 2013, House Rooke received a regional
Pretoria Institute of Architecture Award of
Excellence for architecture and was nominated for a national SAIA award. Competing with pseudo neo-Modern Movement
residential architecture, its simplicity overrides their material and spatial exuberance.
The traditive nature of Thomashoff’s architecture provides a sense of timelessness,
in an estate that seems to have developed
a more appropriate approach to the making
of architecture than most such problematic
environments. ‘The building sits unobtrusively in the landscape, blending in with
the surroundings, and accepts the dramatic Highveld weather patterns and seasons
with dignity’ (Poulsen, 2013).
Much can be learnt from Thomashoff’s
revised architectural tradition. Her architecture is a contextually appropriate synthesis
of the tenets of Pretoria regionalism and the
Californian Case Study House program. It
extends local mediative regional responses
through a creative revision of topological,
functional and construction traditions. The
fortunate ‘cultural linkage’ between client
and architect has fostered an imitative and
inventive solution for the 21st century, that
grounds House Rooke in both place and
history. Through this process, modernity
is honestly authenticised and extended
into a true regional architecture.
29. Breezeblocks in steel frames (Rooke, 2012)
30. View from outside the main bedroom, showing
articulation of the roof (Rooke, 2012)

For a more detailed interpretation of the facets of
architectural regionalism, see Barker, 2012a, pgs 107-118.
2
Here, Fisher summarises Gilbert Herbert’s description
(1975:167) of Eaton’s romantic approach to architecture.
3
Other authors, such as Gössel et al (2008:8), suggest that
the program came to an end in 1966.
4
In 1946, under US government restrictions, enclosed living
space was limited to 110m2 (McCoy, 1977:13). No doubt this
influenced the use of covered patios to form extended
living spaces in the equable California climate.
5
Peters (1998:1885) notes that Neutra visited South Africa
in 1958 and 1961.
6
They were the main protagonists of the Case Study
House program through John Entenza and his Arts and
Architecture magazine, published from 1945 to 1949.
7
George Wilsenach worked with Karl Jooste during the 1960s.
8
See Wegelin, Hans, 2013. Parabolic roof. Architecture SA,
2013/64, pp 47 and Architecture SA, Nov/Dec 1981.
9
Konya graduated from the University of Pretoria in the
late 1950s and emigrated to the United Kingdom in the
early 1980s. He has published widely, most notably Design
primer for hot climates in 1980.
10
International Working Party for Documentation and
Conservation of Buildings, Sites and Neighbourhoods of
the Modern Movement, established in 1965.
11
Gawie Fagan graduated in 1951 from the University of
Pretoria, with a regional modern architectural education.
He is the country’s most awarded architect, successfully
creating his own regional architecture that synthesise
modernity and place in the Cape. Die Es is Fagan’s own
house, which was built in the early 1960s.
12
At the time Gavin commissioned Thomashoff, he
co-owned an art gallery with an ex-Pretoria-trained
architect Roelof Petrus van Wyk, who had been a classmate
of Thomashoff at the University of Pretoria. Roelof
suggested her as architct and made the introductions.
1
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at 1.8m centres. These span the width of
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structural elements also create a spatial
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the raised glazing panels located between
the ceiling beams. Direct natural light is
diffused downwards into spaces and provides privacy to bathroom areas, avoiding
punctures in the wall panels.
Except for the natural slate floor and thinly profiled aluminium shopfront doors and
windows, all other materials are painted.
This hides their natural condition, formally
sublimating the technology. Joints are also
hidden internally and only expressed in
the simple and continuous junction of roof
beams and external columns, thereby resisting an imitative architectural approach.
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THE MEMORY BOX:
A CAPITAL ENDEAVOUR
ARCHITECTS: MATHEWS AND ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS CC
BY: NICHOLAS J CLARKE

1

THE A RE YENG
All four of the largest cities in South
Africa have built Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
systems over the last decade. As the stations of these new transport systems are
the most visible manifestation of political
will (and consequent public spending)
towards civic transformation, it is not surprising that South African BRT stations
completed to date are, to say the least,
architecturally expressive. In infrastructure design, engineering predominates,
leaving little space for aesthetic expression besides applied decoration or excessive structural gymnastics. This has lead
to rather unfortunate a-contextual BRT
stations in other cities. The A Re Yeng
Tshwane Rapid Transit (TRT) system is
a welcome exception.

Tshwane was the last of the four largest South African cities to have commenced with operations of a BRT. The
stations in the inception phase of the
TRT are the result of a design competition launched by the implementation
agent, SANRAL.
The call for designs was open to 18
preselected practices; each requested to
submit a minimum of two and a maximum of four concept designs, one per
route section. It was clear from the brief
that the client required a contextual
approach; the character of each of the
four route sections was well described in
the brief.
The submitted designs were evaluated
by an architectural panel, independently reviewed by the City of Tshwane and

2

1. The Nana Sita Street TRT Station (L Purnell)
2. Art Installation by Guy du Toit (P Mathews)
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finally vetted by SANRAL for buildability. Two designs were selected for
construction: Mathews and Associates’
‘Memory Box’ and Mashabane Rose’s
‘Retro Tram’.
MEMORY BOX
The Memory Box design, prepared for
the historic inner-city environment,
sought to contain the visual impact of
the stations without reverting to copyist
strategies. The prototype was designed
as an aesthetically neutral glazed volume
that mirrors its context. To reduce visual
impact, the built stations are lower in
height than others along the TRT lines.
The fully glazed geometricised façades

are further scaled down through horizontal steel beams, filled in with glazed
panels. Some of these panels project
beyond the skin, and are filled with
translucent glass to further reduce the
visual scale of the whole.
The intention of the architect was
clearly to create a mirror to the architectural heritage of the city, instead of
expressing a new ‘transport’ identity.
We should be thankful for this. The stations are located in predefined positions,
in front of some of the most historical
and architecturally significant places
in the city: the Old Synagogue (Beardwood & Ibler, 1898, site of the Rivonia
Trial, Freedom Trail and Steve Biko in-

4

quest), between the Raadsaal (Wierda
in the ZAR DPW, 1888) and Standard
Bank (Stucke & Harrisson, 1931) just
off Church Square, and in front of the
Didacta Building (Smit & Viljoen, 1967).
Yet it was necessary to mark the locations of the stations; the public needs to
be able to find them, after all!
Steles punctuate the entrances of
each station site. These are topped by
art installations for which invited artists
– including Diane Victor, Banele Khoza,
Norman Catherine and Guy du Toit –
were commissioned. This civic arts programme, uninitiated by the Memory Box
design, has been continued to the other
TRT stations.
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6

7

The stations require hardwearing
surfaces, but the architect saw the opportunity offered by the ceiling plane. Plywood panels hang in a continuing flowing
wave, softening the interior and bringing
some calm to the chaotic sensory environment of the inner city.
Larger stations, which consist of two
‘boxes’ in tandem, required an open-air
fire exit link. The architects seized this
opportunity to create a welcome waiting
courtyard, which includes shade trees.
The stations are ventilated through open
plinths and the roof, which has a ventilation clerestory, but it remains to be seen
how salubrious the insides of these boxes
will remain under the harsh Highveld sun.

The Memory Box stations are a welcome civic-minded contribution to the
urban environment of the inner city of
Tshwane. The design is sophisticated
in its subtlety, seeking architectural expression in subtle detailing rather than
large structural gestures. It speaks to
what is possible when the designer seeks
complexity in the strictures of a limiting
programme. It also shows the value of
3. Interior and courtyard (P Mathews)
4. A Memory Box under construction (L Purnell)
5. Reflections in the façade (P Mathews)
6. Typical section (Mathews and Associates)
7. A Memory Box station in operation (P Mathews)
8. Art installation on stele by Diane Victor
(P Mathews)

8
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10

a client who can set a well-considered
brief and has an eye for sophistication.
Nicholas Clarke is a Heritage Studies
Associate at the Department of Architecture,
University of Pretoria, and at the Delft
University of Technology.
9. The Nana Sita Street Memory Box at TRT
Station – entrance (L Purnell)
10. Reflections in the façade of the Memory Box
(P Mathews)

PROFESSIONAL TEAM
Architects: Mathews & Associates
Architects cc
Client: City of Tshwane
Implementation agent: South African
National Roads Agency (Soc) LTD
Principal agent: Royal Haskoning DHV
Quantity surveyor: Equate
Contractors: Group Five
Electrical, mechanical and structural
engineers: Royal Haskoning DHV
Façade engineer: THS & Associates
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THE DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
HEADQUARTERS
ARCHITECT: BOOGERTMAN + PARTNERS
BY: JOHAN N PRINSLOO, DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA

1

‘IT IS WELL KNOWN that the nations
of Germany have not cities, and that they
do not even tolerate closely contiguous
dwellings. They live scattered and apart,
just as a spring, a meadow or a wood has
attracted them. Their village they do not
arrange in our fashion, with the buildings
connected and joined together, but every
person surrounds his dwelling with an
open space, either as a precaution against
the disasters of fire, or because they do
not know how to build.’ – Tacitus, Germania, ca. 98 AD1.
Let me take a stab at rewriting this
impression of barbaric urbanism by the
Roman senator and historian, Tacitus,
had he to visit Pretoria in 2015:
‘It is well known that the Pretorians
have forgotten how to build cities, and
that they do not even tolerate closely
contiguous office buildings. They work
scattered and apart, just as a multi-lane
road, security fence or desirable location
for business has attracted them. They no
longer arrange their village in our fashion,
with the buildings connected and joined
together, but each institution and company surrounds its building with an open
space, either as a precaution against the

2

3

disasters of crime and shortage of parking, or because they do not know how
to build.’
Tacitus would find in Pretoria both
‘buildings connected and joined together’ in the Mediterranean manner, and
buildings ‘scattered and apart’ like those
he’d encountered in the northern climes.
The brand new R8-billion headquarters of
the Department of Environmental Affairs

(DEA), designed by Boogertman + Partners, falls in the latter category. As a
landscape architect, I will not attempt to
provide a review of its architecture, but
rather to ponder its setting and set-up.
The northern and southern boundaries
1. Entrance
2. Central block
3. Water nautilus
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of the traditional city centre of Pretoria
are defined by ridges, Daspoortrand and
Elandspoortrand respectively. The eastern and western boundaries are defined
by rivers – the Apies and Steenovenspruit. The site of the DEA lies within
a poort in the Daspoortrand. Considering
its location in relation to some other governmental buildings built and envisaged
in the post-apartheid period, a scribed
crescent of power seems to be emerging:
to the east, on the eastern banks of the
Apies, is the Department of Trade and
Industry, and to the south is the Salvokop
Governmental Precinct proposed as part
of Tshwane Vision 2055. Outside the
crescent, directly to the east of the DEA,
sits the Department of International
Relations and Cooperation’s OR Tambo
Building. This pattern of decentralisation is a muted reflection of the ongoing
exodus by the private sector away from
the city centre; it appears currently to be
setting up camp at Menlyn Maine, a commercial development some 10km to the
east of Church Square.
The public has remained mysteriously
silent on the subject2 of the relocation of
administrative offices from the capital’s
city centre to plush verdant settings.
Should we not ask whether the public
purse ought rather to be spent on projects that revive derelict urban areas by

6
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10
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4. Panorama
5. Concept sketch
6. Reception
7. Glazing detail
8. New entrance
9. Courtyard
10. Ground floor
11. Second floor
12. Dragonfly screen
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14

15

16

13. North elevation
14. South elevation
15. West elevation
16. East elevation
17. Entrance nautilus

re-using existing buildings? Perhaps the
migration from gritty city-block to parklike ground is not being questioned,
because it’s not that new. In the years
preceding the unification of South Africa,
Gordon Leith, then employed by the Department of Public Works, was working on
a grand scheme for a civic centre in the
area where City Hall was later to be built.
Following the events of 1910, Herbert
Baker persuaded officials to rather pursue his vision of an administrative acropolis on Meintjieskop, in what was then
the arcadian setting of – aptly named –
Arcadia3. This move that favoured the
pastoral was prophetic of later architectural movements in Pretoria.
Buildings in the Pretoria Regionalism
tradition, as defined by Fisher4, were
frugally built from local materials, were
designed in response to climate and were
rooted in the genius loci of the natural
landscape. The latter characteristic may
be ascribed to the rural-centric Afrikaner
identity of its main proponents, alumni of
the Pretoria School of Architecture: the
urbanisation of Afrikaners in the 20th
century was driven by economic necessity, not the allure of city life; the Boers did
not become bourgeois by choice. Their
buildings, regionalist manifestations of
the Modern Movement scattered across

the inner city, housed the ‘bureaucratic
bulk’5 of government which, even before
1948, could no longer be lodged in the
Union Buildings – its southern exposure
stands aloft and defiant of the characteristic aspect of Pretoria Regionalist architecture: the north-facing façade.
The military discipline with which
some of these buildings are orientated to
receive maximum natural light stands in
contrast with the perimeter blocks of the
Wilhelmiens buildings of the ZAR that,
being ‘closely contiguous’, define positive
urban space. It is especially the northsouth streets of the capital that suffer
from dead (often beautiful) eastern and
western façades or, as in the case of the
DEA, a parking lot and fire escapes covered by monumental concrete frames. In
its treatment of the street edge, the DEA
can thus be considered an amplification
of a shortcoming that has been raised
against the architecture of the Third Vernacular: its lack of urbanity6.
The DEA is the first governmental project to be awarded a six-star rating from
the Green Building Council of South
Africa and the project team must be lauded for their design and implementation
of sustainable building practices – befitting the environmental custodianship of
their occupants.

1
From chapter 16 of the English translation Germany
and its Tribes by Alfred John Church and William
Jackson Brodribb, 1876.
2
I borrow the phrase in part from GK Chesterton, who
wrote: ‘The poets have remained mysteriously silent
on the subject of cheese.’
3
Fisher, Roger C (2004). Reflections on Herbert
Baker’s design intentions and unrealised designs’ in
South African Journal of Art History, no. 19, pp.38-47.
4
Fisher, Roger C (1998). ‘The Third Vernacular:
Pretoria Regionalism – Aspects of an Emergence’ in
Architecture of the Transvaal. Edited by RC Fisher,
S.W. Le Roux and E. Maré. Pretoria: University of
South Africa, pp. 123-147.
5
Used by Posel, Deborah (1998). ‘Does size matter?
The apartheid state’s powers of penetration’ in
Blank . Edited by H Judin and I Vladislavić. Rotterdam:
Nai Publishers.
6
Fisher, R. ‘Reflections,’ p. 139.

PROJECT TEAM
Owner: Department of Environmental
Affairs
Architects: Boogertman + Partners
(Pretoria)
Electrical, Mechanical and Structural
Engineers: PD Naidoo & Associates
Consulting
Sustainable Building Consultants and
Wet Services: PD Naidoo & Associates
Consulting Engineers
Quantity Surveyors: Pentad Quantity
Surveyors
Sustainable Design Review
Consultants: Solid Green
Main Contractors: Aveng Grinaker-Lta
– Keren Kula (JV)
Project Managers: Aveng Grinaker-Lta
Landscape Architects: Uys and White
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SABS: LABORATORY
AS DESIGN INCUBATOR
ARCHITECT: HOLM JORDAAN ARCHITECTS AND URBAN DESIGNERS
BY: ROGER FISHER
PHOTOS: LEON KRIGE

1
2

A LABORATORY is very much like
a hospital – its utilitarian and functional
requirements, as concerns the efficiency
of its servicing and its spatial designations, take precedence over any aesthetic
architectural concerns.
However, the need for a new laboratory
block in the SABS complex in Groenkloof,
Pretoria, involved both a gateway to the
1. SABS southwest nocturnal TS Comp
2. SABS red southwest dusk TS
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precincts of the city and a showcase for the
enterprises of the Bureau of Standards.
The existing complex had been well
analysed and the activities of researchers
and laboratory workers had been tracked
with paper stickers, as if they were lab
rats in a cage, in order to establish their
patterns of work and activity, and to
thereby formulate a brief – this being
a significant part of the project.
Also fortunate, was the utilisation of the
existing multi-storey lab block as a control
project of what did not work – the main
impediment to the continued functioning
and flexibility of its use being all the
services on the roof and those concentrated
in the corridors. In planning this new
facility, the designers opted for a groundlevel parking ‘basement’, which effectively
gave the building a podium and raised the
laboratories to eye-height at street level.
The laboratory blocks had been planned at right angles to the circulation
corridors, intensive services were located peristitially, and courtyards afforded

breakaway spaces for staff. The doublevolumed labs accommodated all the
required services, but allowed for the
insertion of a separate sealed envelope if
required. The labs also showcased fullglazed bay windows onto the street and
created a visual interaction and intrigue,
through revealing their activities to the
passing traffic.
The designers of the building have
shown cognisance of the architectural
legacy of the SABS campus, although
my sense is that the adjacent block
has become overcrowded and spatially
elbowed out. Rather than mimic or
genuflect to the 1960s and ’70s Brazil
Builds-influenced articulated façades of
the existing, the designers broadened
the architectural references to Pretoria’s
3. Entrance pavilion plan
4. Entrance pavilion concept
5. Sketch
6. Entrance to labs
7. SABS red west corner TS Comp
8. SABS red east landscape TS Comp
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brick tradition – not unfitting since the
extinct Kirkness quarry and once-kilns
are a stone’s throw away.
The occupants, though few, are afforded views throughout – wherever they find
themselves – through extensive glazing
and a general visual accessibility and
transparency. The need for a reception
building was an add-on to the brief,
when it was announced that the State
President was to inaugurate the project.
This portion of the laboratory complex
has been designed in the classic Miesian
glass box and steel pavilion tradition, and
creates a suitable foil to the solidity of
the brick.
The greatest compliment to the designers is that the Design Institute staff, who
of necessity have been relocated into
this building while there is space, have
intimated that when they get their own
building, it must be modelled exactly
along these lines. A laboratory has truly
become a design incubator.
9. Green initiatives
10. Gatehouse southwest TS
11. Gatehouse west sharp TS
12. Concept actions
13. Concept actions
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14. Design

15. Design

PROJECT TEAM
Project: New laboratories for the South
African Bureau of Standards (SABS);
new entrance pavilion
Location: Groenkloof, Pretoria
Status: Completion 2012, currently being

refurbished
Size: 9 700m² and 400m2 respectively
Client: SABS
Architects: Holm Jordaan Architects and
Urban Designers
Project Managers: ADO Architects

Landscape architects: Insite
Engineers: Aurecon South Africa
Mechanical engineers: KV3
Quantity surveyors: TMS
Contractor: Rainbow Construction
Photos: Leon Krige
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MAX KIRCHHOFER AND THE
‘NEW TOWN’ OF SASOLBURG

CREATING THE SPATIAL AND ARCHITECTURAL
FRAMEWORK
BY: WALTER PETERS

1

1

GENERAL LAYOUT, SASOLBURG, 1 : 50,000

ABSTRACT
The power to build an urban totality is rarely granted. One exception in South Africa is
the new town of Sasolburg in the northern
Free State, proclaimed in 1954 to provide
housing and other facilities for employees
of the oil-from-coal company, SASOL. The
task was entrusted to immigrant-Swiss architect-planner Max Kirchhofer, whose
magnum opus the project became.

This article places the emergence of
the town, the procurement for the professional services, and the resultant design within its socio-political context. It
critically engages with the configuration
of the urban structure and its component
parts, including the novel circumferential
park strips and the ‘Sasolburg Pattern’
particular to neighbourhood designs.

Key words: new towns, Sasolburg
Pattern, modernist architecture,
apartheid planning
1. Location plan of Sasolburg and Zamdela, separated
by the SASOL plant, up against the R57 linking
Heilbron with Vanderbijlpark at right and the R59
linking Pays with Vereeniging at top (Kirchhofer:
1958A, 22). Coloured and edited by author
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Kirchhofer was given full control over
the shaping and implementation of the
built landscape for a ‘new way of living’,
and what is not generally known is that
this was achieved with the collaboration of
top architects who, consistently, provided
works economical and to high standards
of comfort and convenience. Unusually,
Kirchhofer’s brief included the conceptual design of the black ‘location’, Zamdela,
from which development, however, he was
excluded and came to bear the meaning
of discrimination embodied mute within. The spatial relationships between the
town and ‘location’, and the disparities

between them, make this acclaimed settlement one of the prime examples of an
apartheid environment.
A NEW COMPANY TOWN
With a view to reducing South Africa’s
dependency on fuel imports, the National Party (apartheid-government) wasted little time, upon coming to power in
1948, to found the South African Coal,
Oil & Gas Corporation Ltd (SASOL) in
1950. This came about after decades of
party-political wrangling, stretching back
to 1927 (Oranje:1996, 265).
SASOL selected for its plant and com-

pany town a site on the northernmost
tip of the (Orange) Free State province,
adjacent to vast deposits of low-grade
coal and the Vaal River – the source of
the large quantities of water required in
the conversion process – and in proximity to the principal consuming area, the
Witwatersrand, some 80km northward
(Kirchhofer: 1958A, 20).
The site at 1 500m in altitude has a relatively dry climate, with an annual rainfall
of 638mm. However, it is characterised
by a considerable seasonal temperature
variation – i.e 26.9°C max in summer and
1.6°C min in winter.
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While it may have been enticing to
locate the town on the banks of the
Vaal, SASOL deemed a 7km southward
position best, on the western flank of a
shallow dome-shaped hill of the 2 145ha
(5 300-acre) site, consolidated from the
acquisition of nine maize farms… But it
purchased another, Abrahamsrust, which
abutted the river, as a recreation resort for
the townsfolk (Meintjes, 1991, 49).
The selected site fits within a quadrant
of the crossing of two provincial roads
– loosely then, but precisely today, the
R59 in the north, linking Parys with Vereeniging, and the R57 in the east, linking Heilbron with Vanderbijlpark. Leeuspruit stream marked the western boundary, and the existing Coalbrook station
on the Vereeniging-Bloemfontein railway
line the southern (Fig. 1).
As the soil survey revealed the occurrence of expansive clay, the plant itself became located almost coincident
with the apex of the dome (Kirchhofer:
1958A, 20), i.e. up against and at the bend
of the R57 road. This – an equally large
area reserved for future petro-chemical
industries, service industries including workshops and warehouses, a show
ground, gaol, cemetery and waste-disposal grounds, as well as the SIGMA coal
mine dedicated for the supply to SASOL

4

SASOLBURG · GENERAL LAYOUT

(Meintjes: 1991, 28) – occupies the central portion of the site, and cuts a virtual wedge across it. In that era, all South
African settlements consisted of both a
town for whites (then termed Europeans)
and a ‘location’ for blacks (then termed
natives), and the racial divide had to be
reinforced by the apartheid planning
prescript of buffers like geographical features, infrastructure or industry, which
would ensure a minimal spatial separation of 500 yards (457.2m) (Kirchhofer
quoted in Oranje: 1996, 282).
SASOL designated the northern portion of the site for whites, with the ‘location’ for blacks on the south. There was no
existing resident community; the settlement was to cater for people migrating for
employment, mainly from southern Africa
but, in the aftermath of WWII, also many
with particular skills recruited from Europe who would settle in the ‘white’ town.
As only the station bore a name in the
featureless veld surrounds, while under
construction, the address of the plant was
also ‘Coalbrook’. However, sited somewhat distant and on the ‘location’ end, the
town was soon given its dedicated place
name in consultation with its employees
(Meintjes: 1991, 50). The name Sasolburg is derived from the initials of the
Afrikaans translation of the Corporation’s

name, i.e. Suid Afrikaanse Steenkool-,
Olie- en Gaskorporasie (Raper: 2004),
with the suffix ‘burg’i coming about by
popular choice (Meintjes: 1975, 50).
The name given to the ‘location’, Zamdela, is actually a phrase; a riposte to
the ‘deleterious effects’ of migrant labour
(Sparks: 2012, 171), compounds and single-sex hostels, which building typologies
allegedly signified to the community ‘they
despise us’ (Meintjes: 1975, 28). This dismissive phrase remains the official name.
Sasolburg is one of several South African
‘new towns’ of the 1950s and ’60sii but, in
contrast to these, the architect-planner was
given full control over the implementation
of the town and the outline planning of
the ‘location’. The achievement enjoyed
generous coverage in 1958, in two consecutive issues of the monthly journal of the
institute of architects – South African Architectural Record. Written by the consultant
himself, the March issue concerned plan2. The concentric yet irregular layout of Sasolburg
(Kirchhofer: 1958A, 23). Coloured and edited
by author
3. The ‘Sasolburg Pattern’ (bottom) derived from
the English Garden City concept (top left) and
Radburn (top right) (Kirchhofer: 1958A, 22)
4. Plan of Sasolburg at present, an agglomeration
of precincts, all irregular and of differing sizes
(Kirchhofer: 1996, 145)
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SASOLBURG · TOWN CENTRE · EXTENSION 1 : 5000

ning and urban design, but half covered
a cavil fundamental to the imposed
house:school design ratio, while the April
issue presented buildings and housing.
These articles are descriptive and the
consultant’s reflections, respectively two
and four decades later, form one background for this article. Planning academic
Mark Oranje (1996) reveals much of the
politics surrounding the emergence and
planning of Sasolburg, while his colleague
Stephen Sparks (2012) focuses on the company and the town as the ‘particular form
industrial modernity took under apartheid’; neither engage in the designs and
forms of the constructed environment.
The first thing an architectural historian does is to explain what happened,
why and by whom, and my aim here
is to present a balanced picture of the
designs, their generators and the various
derivations within the context of 1950s
South Africa – which was characterised by
the rise of apartheid legislation that was
passed during the first decade of National
Party rule. I explain why certain configurations and solutions were deemed appropriate to the task, probe into underlying

meanings and intentions, and try to make
the basis of any judgements clear. The
central argument is that despite the novel
quality of the constructed and landscaped
environment of Sasolburg, alongside the
shameful conditions of Zamdela, the settlement as a whole makes it one of the
prime examples of apartheid planning.
COMMISSION AND BRIEF
For the establishment of the town, SASOL
floated a subsidiary company, Sasol Townships Ltd. On 22 February 1951, this company appointed the Johannesburg-based
Swiss immigrant Max Kirchhofer (19102011) as ‘consultant architect’, interestingly not as planner (Oranje: 1996, 273). The
brief was to design the new town to a ‘very
limited budget’ (Kirchhofer: 1996, 130) for
10 000 ‘whites’ and, unusually, also the
‘location’ Zamdela, on a reduced site, for
a population of 30 000 ‘blacks’.
Reflecting on the commission 45 years
later, Kirchhofer termed it ‘blissfully simple’ and stated that he welcomed the demand on economy, which he saw as a ‘stimulus [for] rational, purposeful planning’
(1996, 129-130). However, while conceived

as a company town, Sasolburg was to be an
‘open’ town with property rights for its residents – albeit with a strict set of conditions of title (Oranje: 1996, 273), none of
which by legislation applied to Zamdelaiii.
The planning of a new settlement,
from scratch, was a huge undertaking for
an architect with limited planning experience, and it is appropriate to first interrogate the context of the appointment
and the credentials of the appointee.
Kirchhofer had studied architecture at
Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule,
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich, during the 1930s. With
‘work scarce… and storm clouds brewing
over Europe’, Kirchhofer and his architect wife, Tanja, left for South Africa and
settled in Johannesburg. After a few years
in employment, the couple ventured
into independent practice doing private
houses, small factories and offices, all
documented with a ‘rare exactitude’ as
students were soon to learn (Cooke &
Kirchhofer, N: 2010, 45-46).
Project 60 was the first planning commission, from National Portland Cement
Co., for industrial sites in Philippi, West-
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ern Cape, 1949-59 (Kirchhofer, N: e-mail,
26 Jan 2015); followed by work on a new
factory town for Anglo-Alpha Cement at
Ulco, west of Kimberley. Interestingly,
in both projects, the contact person had
been the Danish immigrant civil engineer, Mr Aage Brink, who in 1950 accepted the position of construction manager
at SASOL (Meintjes: 1975, 116).
SASOL’s leaders were members of
the Broederbondiv and would, most likely,
have preferred the appointment of Afrikaner consultants, as was the case at RAU,
now University of Johannesburg, Kingsway
campusv. However, with only a handful
to choose from, the recommendation by
Brink (Mallows in Oranje: 1996, 273) and
the neutrality of Kirchhofer – being neither
Afrikaans nor English – could well have
been the basis for the appointment. To
this, Sparks added that SASOL wanted the
new town ‘to be in line with contemporary
international planning trends’ (2012, 96).
Details about Kirchhofer’s qualification
in Planning could not be substantiatedvi,
but by identifying himself with the appellations ‘MIA; MSAITP’ in the original articles he penned on Sasolburg, he
confirmed his membership of both professionsvii (1958A, 19).
PLANNING CONCEPT:
CIRCUMFERENTIAL PARK STRIPS
AND THE ‘SASOLBURG PATTERN’
‘When I was entrusted with the task of
designing the new town, three aspects

of planning appeared to me of governing
importance,’ wrote Kirchhofer (1958A,
20). These aspects are key design criteria
of modernist city planning: ‘free movement of main roads without interfering
with beneficial occupation of the land’;
‘residential areas in self-contained units
containing all that was necessary for daily
living’; and ‘the creation of a coherent urban scene, wherever possible in the residential areas and certainly in the town
centre’ (Kirchhofer: 1958A, 20). The last
will be dealt with later.
In Sasolburg, the core in the form of an
irregular octagon is surrounded by a double carriage-way with median, a boulevard
(Fig. 2). Roads of the same design radiate
outwards from four of the corners (northward to the R57, southeast to the plant,
west and northwest), while roads without
medians (feeder streets) radiate northwestward and southward from two other
corners to collectively define petals, which
Kirchhofer termed ‘precincts’. All street
intersections are ‘three-legged’ T-junctions to avoid traffic lights, and the whole
was surrounded by an irregular outer ring
road, also without median, with the northeastern portion parallel to the R57 and the
southeastern up against the plant.
Four precincts were originally developed in a crescent shape and focused
on the town centre, which occupied the
southeastern portion of the octagonal
core – at the fork coming from the plant
– with the balance reserved for a central

park and the fifth precinct. A particular
innovation was the circumferential park
strip running midway through the petals, nowhere less than 30m wide and frequently broadening out into bays for children’s playgrounds, with radials reaching
to the central park within the core. To
understand the generosity of this dimension: this is the width that was assigned to
main roads in our historical towns, such
as High Street, Grahamstown, to enable
the turning of ox wagons!
All schools, recreation clubs and local
shops, as well as many churches, lie along
these park strips yet are also accessible
from their opposite sides by vehicles.
This was to be a ‘new way of living’, close
to nature and at the same time enjoying
the proximity of all amenities that the
town would offer, on foot or by bicycle.
In furtherance of the aim of ‘making
5.-6. Original town centre, Sasolburg (Kirchhofer:
1958A, 26), and the extension ca. 1970 at right
(Kirchhofer: 1996, 147)
7. Recreation Club, Sasolburg, view from north.
Associate Architects Meiring & Naude, RE Cole
Bowen (Kirchhofer: 1858B, 34)
8. Apartment slabs. The unusual abstract window
patterning to the bedrooms, with a clerestory
band for general lighting and ventilation
and a view window at the lower level, was to
provide privacy while simplifying the curtaining
(Kirchhofer: 1858B, 27). Architect HWE Stauch
9. SASOL administration building. Architect HWE
Stauch, 1952 (Kirchhofer: 1958B, 31)
10. Management houses, Kromellenboog Road
(Kirchhofer: 1858B, 29)
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towns safer places [in which] to live’, Kirchhofer proposed underpasses or overhead
bridges at the crossings with arterial roads.
Proving too costly (Kirchhofer: 1996, 131),
level crossings with patrols eventuated,
of which later Kirchhofer could write ‘the
new urban pattern has been in use at Sasolburg [for over] 25 years, providing safety
and convenience, as intended’ (1976, 68).
The park strips also accommodated services infrastructure – accessible and easily
opened up for maintenance purposes.
The pedestrian system effectively
divides the petals or precincts into triads
or quarters, each accommodating a residential neighbourhood that is freed of all
but internal vehicular traffic, which Kirchhofer termed ‘Sasolburg Pattern’. This was
devised with reference to two precedents,
what he called the ‘English pattern’ (such
as at the Welwyn Garden City), and the
‘Radburn pattern’ (Fig. 3). In the former
pattern, the school and principal park
were separated by traffic routes from the
greater part of the residential area, which

11

12

could develop into a serious problem.
The strict separation in the latter, of pedestrians and motor cars, brought with it
a ‘multiplicity of intersections along the
main roads, where vehicles turning into
the residential cul-de-sacs impede[d] and
endanger[ed] the straight flow of traffic’
(Kirchhofer: 1958A, 24).
The ‘Sasolburg Pattern’ restricted
links with the arterials, and although
many properties with dual frontages were
abutting, direct access – even to pedestrian gates – was refused.
ZAMDELA –
‘ESSENTIALLY THE SAME’
As the 1951 meeting with the Department
of Native Affairs (DNA) raised no objections, the layout of the ‘location’ also fell
to Kirchhofer and, interestingly, SASOL
announced its intention to accommodate
as many of its workers, as possible, on
a ‘family basis’ (Sparks: 2012, 196).
Zamdela was planned as an entirely separate entity. As the requirements

13
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detached sliver at the northwestern tip of
Kirchhofer’s plan came to accommodate
a compound for male migrant labourers,
Umgababa, alongside which was built the
beerhall at the entrance to Zamdela. Then
the officials of the DNA ‘tinkered with the
layout’ to delay the establishment of Zamdela by two years (Oranje: 1996, 282).
CENTRIPETAL URBAN STRUCTURES
Kirchhofer never explained the basis for
the centripetal town plans, the typology
of which is more readily associated with
flat or domical sites. Had the core of the
plan coincided with the shallow domeshaped hill, one could say the centripetal
concept of Sasolburg was moulded to the
contours of the landscape, but the topography falls 30m from east to west at a
gentle gradient, which calls into question
the reasons for the concentric design.
Due to the confines of the site, the
town had to be brought up close to the
rectangular area reserved for the plant –
an interface Kirchhofer mitigated with

the planting of a belt of trees. This constriction and the concavity of the higher
contours might have been a prompt for
considering a concentric plan, and the
sports grounds and recreation club fitted
into the ‘spandrel’ between the plant,
the R57 and the outer perimeter of the
concentric plan of the town. Nevertheless, the layout of Sasolburg was to some
degree conditioned by the characteristics
of the landscape, and a clue is given in
Kirchhofer’s reflection some four decades
later (1996, 135). The ‘one-sided layout’
of the town centre ‘was prompted by the
natural setting’ which, ‘[s]ited above a
shallow dishing in the western hillside…,
offered an attractive view over the undulating landscape to the Vaal Valley, with
glimpses to the river and the hills beyond’. Kirchhofer went on to concede: ‘I
could not bring myself to enclose the centre with a ring road – according to normal
practice – but prefer[ed] a park setting
that would create a relaxing mood and
become a meeting place for festivities or
plays and concerts to bring the inhabitants… together and [to] make them feel
[like] members of a community’. That
wish, in itself, does not explain the concentricity of the town plans.
Without being specific, Kirchhofer acknowledged that he was ‘much indebted’
to EWN Mallows for ‘invaluable advice
and criticism in the formative stages of the
scheme’ (1958A, 30). By the time Kirchhofer commenced with Sasolburg, Wilfred
Mallows was practising as an architect and
planner in Johannesburg. Quoting Mallows, Oranje noted that Kirchhofer was
‘not really sure how to tackle a project of
this magnitude and knew very little about
New Towns… so he asked his friend Mallows to assist him’ (1996, 277).
In consequence, Mallows spent 68
hours on the project, researching especially the planning of New Towns such as
Mark 1 in the UK; Sunnyside Gardens,
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for both races of urban dwellers are ‘essentially the same’, argued Kirchhofer
(1958A, 27), he replicated the concept of
a circumferential park strip with schools
and recreational facilities. He emphasised
that the strip was ‘even more essential’ at
Zamdela, as there were a ‘larger number
of people to use the walkways’ – to which
one should note that the land designated
for Zamdela is smaller yet was to accommodate triple the ‘white’ population!
The site is also flatter and the planning
configuration more rigidly geometric, with
at its core an elongated hexagon instead of
the octagon, a centrally placed town centre and a cemetery on the northeast edge.
The plot sizes are smaller, set by DNA following the investigations of the Building
Research Institute (Kirchhofer: 1958A, 27)
but, unlike Sasolburg, there is no variety
indicating that the inhabitants were expected always to be low-income workers.
But, not all the land that was designated ‘residential’ was given over to the
layout of plots for housing families. The

11.Low-income row housing without site
sub-divisions, as proposed by Kirchhofer,
which reduced roads to a minimum and freed
up land for recreation.
12. The layout, as executed with detached houses
on separate sites (Kirchhofer: 1858B, 25)
13. Plan of initial stage, (Old) Zamdela
(Metsimaholo municipality). Coloured and
edited by author
14.View of Zamdela, 1955. In the foreground
Umgababa compound; in the middle ground
51/9 houses which reach to the park strip yet
to be established and terminate at the church;
and top left is Protem (Meintjes: 1975, 61)
15.-16.Current day photographs of Protem
neighbourhood and Umgababa hostels ,
awaiting remodelling
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Queens, in New York (1924-28, based on
Ebenezer Howard’s ‘Garden City’ ideas); and Radburn, New Jersey (1928-29)
– the latter of which was both by architect-planner Clarence Stein and landscape architect Henry Wright.
Mallows advised Kirchhofer that the
American precedents were more akin to
the circumstances prevailing in South
Africa, especially as regarded vehicular
traffic, and Oranje concluded that direct
inputs from Mallows’s investigations
were the neighbourhood cells, each with
dedicated social facilities, and the green
system with pedestrian and cycle paths.
These, summed up Oranje, were ‘messages from Stein to Mallows to Kirchhofer’ (1996, 277-9).
The originator of the ‘neighbourhood
unit’ was Clarence Perry (1872-1944)viii,
an American planner who believed that
cities should consist of an agglomeration
of smaller units, bounded by arterials and
centred on a school, safely accessible on
foot, and which determined the size of

the units, gave identity to the neighbourhood and encouraged a community spirit.
One advantage was the cellular nature of the neighbourhood unit, which
allowed it to be utilised as a building
block, leading to its modular usage, with
the sizes conditioned by the capacities
of the schools. Kirchhofer prepared his
plans based on the European experience
of 600 houses per primary school, which
despite highly detailed local research to
substantiate this idea for the provincial
Townships Board whose approval was
needed, they simply rejected the above
and insisted on their standard of 1.5 learners per house or 400 houses per school
(Kirchhofer: 1958A, 31-35). However, as
the ‘crescent grew into a rose’, Kirchhofer gleefully noted how, in the 1960s,
precincts were approved with some 700
houses per primary school! (1996, 134).
With Kirchhofer remaining employed
at Sasolburg until his repatriation in 1983,
the transformation of the original roughly
concentric design would have been un-

der his watch. The agglomeration of precincts filled the boundaries to the N59
and the Leeuspruit stream, distorting the
symmetry with less petal-like shapes of
differing sizes (Fig. 4). Apart from being
an antithesis to the gridded city, Sasolburg is planned both cellular and radial,
and can be said to be a metamorphosis
and to embellish Oranje’s lineage, with
‘messages’ from Howard, Perry and Stein
to Mallows and Kirchhofer.
BUILDING THE TOWN:
ADMINISTRATION, RETAIL AND
RECTREATION FACILITIES
Kirchhofer had earned the respect of the
SASOL managers, which was well documented by Oranje (1996, 273-4), but translating the town plan into reality required
the input of a few others. What is not generally known is that this crop included the
top architects of the time – Stauch, Cole
Bowen, Meiring & Naude, Philip Nel and
Kirchhofer himself. What is more, all were
based in Pretoria to which, by the 1950s,
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prioritised zone, much under cover, and
it merged with the green strips reaching
from the neighbourhood units while being permeable to the views to be enjoyed
over the central park. Kirchhofer made
a point of designing the street furniture,
and he chose consultations over prescriptions in briefing collaborating architects to
produce the town centre of double-storey
buildings with petrol stations at the two
extremities and, true to its pre-TV times,
two huge cinema buildings.
The design of the recreation club
(1955-6), on a site opposite the sports
grounds, demanded an unusual functional flexibility. As the embryonic town was
without any communal facility whatsoever, the building had to cater for all ‘temporary deficiencies’ (Cole-Bowen: 1956,
53) – a tough challenge indeed. Interestingly, the associate architects Meiring &
Naude and RE Cole-Bowen realised that
the brief could best be met not by a multi-purpose approach, but by placing the
hall on one end of a concourse and a club
room on the other, with various facilities
lining one side and the other opening due
north to the landscape which, despite the
inherent multitude of entrances, seems
to have served its purpose well (Fig. 7).
This was not a case of turning to architects who offered radical proposals,
but to those who could resolve complex
functional requirements simply and without compromise, which ‘Bob’ Cole-Bowen was adept at. Steel trusses on piers
spanned the larger spaces, and all materials were left in their natural state.
BUILDING THE TOWN:
RESIDENTIAL PRECINCTS
Kirchhofer pleaded for ‘new forms of accommodation intermediate between the
extremes… [of] the single house that causes our towns to stretch… [and] high-density blocks of flats wherein people are
cooped up on high shelves completely
divorced from the ground’ (1958A, 21). In
this plea, Kirchhofer had some success.
While single-family houses of various
plans nevertheless formed the bulk of the
accommodation, multi-tenancy buildings
made inroads. These are concentrated in
the southeastern corner of the town, opposite the SASOL plant and administration
building, sited to reduce distances between places of work and home.
Sasolburg had a captive tenancy as
many employees would arrive as bachelors, hence the need for a residence block,
sited proximate the recreation club and
sports grounds. Once the spouse arrived,
as many did from Europe, the couple or

family could be accommodated in the
apartment blocks, in the terrace houses
or in a single-family house.
Kirchhofer himself designed the residence block to accommodate 106 single male employees, mainly in shared
bedrooms in a west-of-north facing double-storeyed wing. The residential accommodation was separated from the
parallel kitchen and services wing by the
dining room (which served temporarily as
the first school), accessible off the foyer
located at the junction with the bedroom
wing – an efficient design.
Kirchhofer also designed the terrace
houses, actually duplex units in rows,
which were staggered along the elongated southern boundary (Fig. 17) so as
to have a uniform orientation, again west
of north, and open to the common garden without overlooking any backyards.
This development set new standards in
compact planning, with 70 percent given
over to three-bedroom units (of which
there are two types of 104 and 110m2 respectively), and two-bed units (of 95m2).
Known as Jasmyn, this well-maintained
complex in matured surrounds provides
proof that good design endures.
Stauch was responsible for the three-storeyed walk-up apartment blocks, of which
there were four, facing east of north but
staggered in acknowledgement of the curve
to the common boundary with the green
strip (Fig. 8). In keeping with the tenancy
explanation given, the vast majority were
bedsitter units, and these and the few twobed units have balconies, while the balance
have sliding doors with balustrades for reasons of economy. Carports were provided,
as was storage for bicycles and prams to
ease the occupants’ use of the park strips.
The management houses located on
higher ground, east of town, also fell to
Stauch. These were amongst the first of
the houses, on large lots, which despite the
status of its residents were built of bagged
and tinted fairface brickwork under corrugated iron roofs, economy being SASOL’s
standard brief. Having prepared a series of
designs, the initial seven occupants were
given the choice of reflecting their individualism before Stauch assembled the
group in a homogenous whole at the bend
of Kromellenboog Road (Fig. 10).
As can be expected from Stauch, all
habitable rooms faced due north and individual houses were linked by garden
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the ‘South African architectural cutting
edge had moved, [and was] marked by
the promotion of a regional ethos, [and]
a synthesisation of international concepts
with locale’ (Peters: 1998, 175). In addition
to applying these attributes to their works
in Sasolburg, all had to confront the challenge of building in the pertaining conditions of expansive clay, with economical
yet customised solutions.
Designing a building on a green field is
always difficult, as there is nothing to latch
on to. It was therefore important for an
architect of stature to set the benchmark
with the SASOL administration building,
the first permanent building in the new
town (Kirchhofer: 1958B, 31). The commission went to the Itten-trained German immigrant, Helmut Stauch (191070), an exact contemporary of Kirchhofer,
who had just distinguished himself with
the internationally acclaimed Meat Board
building in Pretoria (1949-52), a key 20th
century South African office building.
The SASOL administration building
(1952), is sited on the northern boundary
of the plant, on the right-angled boulevard off the R57 (Fig. 9). Aligned west of
north, the building was conceived of two
unequally long parallel wings, linked at
the slip-joint, which defined the arrival space with the entrance on the solid
end of the longer wing. This is a doublestorey building with internal stairs in the
foyer and at the heads of the central passages. The plan picks up from the Meat
Board with flexible office spaces and the
innovation of partitioning astride a central set of columns, but distinguished
by a butterfly section or double lean-to.
This was Stauch’s first application thereof, no doubt to animate the profile and
add interest to the ends of the building in
sight of the R57 roadix. For the most part
prefabricated, it was completed within
six months and by all accounts was an
economical building. It was erected with
vertical fins at close intervals along the
long elevations, intended for affixing
sun-control louvers – a tempering device
which became a hallmark of Stauch’s.
The topographically determined siting
of the town centre has already been mentioned. Instead of a shopping strip along the
central ring road, Kirchhofer set the ‘strip’
back by one street, effectively defining
a collector road, astride which tree-lined
parking spaces were disbursed in courts
between groups of shops or civic buildings,
replete with service yards for despatch that
were shielded from sight (Fig. 5).
Following these principles, the compact
commercial centre became a pedestrian

17. Jasmyn terrace houses with site plan, plans
of types A, B & C (Kirchhofer: 1958B, 23)
and current-day photograph. Architect
Max Kirchhofer
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walls to leave the street portion of the site
landscaped but unfenced, a situation still
distinctive today and which Kirchhofer
deemed an ‘inspiring example of… one
of the great principles in art – variations
on a common theme’ (1958A, 25).
Given the cold of Sasolburg’s winters,
the residential streets were so orientated that the majority of the building plots
allowed for houses to face north. Where
eastern or western aspects were unavoidable, such sites were widened to facilitate
favourable orientation. The preference of
users was for detached houses’ ‘obstinate
elements to combine into an urban scene…
self-asserting and often discordant in materials and colours’, as was summed up by
Kirchhofer (1958A, 24), who advised on
designing in ‘correlated groups by arranging building plots in crescents, cul-de-sacs
and other forms of short sequences’. Philip
Nel & Partners, as well as George Kandiotis, designed such schemes.
But the real challenge was the design
of a low-income housing precinct for
working-class whites, sited on the west,
at the lowest point of town, and taken
on by Kirchhofer. Despite his attempt to
convince the users that terrace houses
designed to minimum standards set on
common ground, like the aforementioned
Jasmyn complex, would bring benefits of
economy, reduce roads to a minimum,
and free more land for recreational space,
Kirchhofer had to settle for detached and
semi-detached houses that were fenced
off from their neighbours despite intrinsic
land-use inefficiency (Fig.11+12). He used
the plans of cottages previously constructed in Sasolburg, with one novelty – the
houses were sited first and the subdivision
of plots carried out afterwards!
While a town with exclusively modern residential buildings, of which all are
northward-facing, could result in a monotonous townscape, this possibility was
mitigated by the landscaping programme,
an aspect which, interestingly, Kirchhofer
only mentioned in his reflections four
decades later (1996, 135). However, his
meticulousness about its implementation
is legendary, still today. SASOL hired
horticulturalist Aart Jurriaanse, who established a company nursery on the farm
Abrahamsrust. Trees were planted in
sync with road construction, particularly
oaks and Chinese elms to simultaneously create the boulevards. The park strips
were planted with ‘large types of trees
not suitable in gardens’, coarse lawn and a
varying pattern of trees giving shade and
accents at selected points’, which Kirchhofer termed ‘bold landscaping’ and, ap-

parently, proved economical to establish
and maintain (1996, 131).
The exposed setting chosen for Sasolburg was entirely transformed; in few
towns is life more out in the green and,
deservedly, Sasolburg was declared
South Africa’s arbour town in 1991.
ZAMDELA:
COMPOUNDS AND HOSTELS
By 1951 the ‘strait-jacket of apartheid
had not yet been fully tied up’, reminisced Kirchhofer in 1996 (134). But, as
has already been stated, officialdom delayed progress in the implementing of
Zamdela. By 1958 only two residential
‘units’ had been designed and ‘partly
developed’, with ‘bands of landscaped
open spaces reach[ing] up to the [51/9]
homes’ to ‘set the stage for the development of community life’, wrote Kirchhofer in the same year (A, 27). Four
decades later he noted that it was ‘gratifying, in retrospect, that traffic safety
and access to open spaces could be fully
realised’ (Kirchhofer: 1996, 134).
What Kirchhofer did not mention is
that only a small portion of the circumferential park strip was ever realised, pertaining mainly to the above two residential units. It was also never landscaped
like the Sasolburg example and, although
used for leisure rather than as a footpath,
Zamdela is not exactly ‘Sasolburg in
austere miniature’, as Sparks concluded
(2012, 196). All roads are interlinked, and
there are no neighbourhood units such as
those freed from through-traffic as per
the ‘Sasolburg Pattern’.
The ‘straitjacket’ became ‘tied up’
when Sasolburg was proclaimed a town
in 1954. The land of Zamdela was transferred from SASOL to the town’s Management Board, which filed an application to the Minister of Native Affairs for
the establishment of a ‘native location’
in terms of the Natives (Urban Areas)
Act (Municipal Manager, 27 May 2015).
With this, Kirchhofer’s role at Zamdela was reduced to onlooker – forced to
watch his aim of creating a ‘balanced
community’ become transformed into
one for ‘mass housing of men’, ‘devoid
of privacy, rife with pilfering and incapable of fulfilling the most modest human
endeavours’ (Sparks: 2012, 26). His pleas
for a return to ‘more human concepts’
(Sparks: 2012, 286) fell on deaf ears and
Oranje even mentions a futile meeting
in 1951 with the Minister himself, Dr
HF Verwoerd (1996, 282).
The migration of blacks into urban areas
was subjected to ‘influx control’, a sub-sec-
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tion of the aforementioned act. Generally,
spinsters who had house jobs lived in the
‘servant’ accommodation linked with the
garages of suburban houses, while males
were accommodated in compounds in
Zamdela. Hostels with dormitories and
communal cooking and ablution facilities
were built, each for a few hundred occupants, and these literally line the northern
and western perimeters of the original
portion of Zamdela (Fig. 13). Blacks were
deemed ‘migrant labourers’, disenfranchised in an urban environment that was
highly detrimental to family life.
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One exception was Protem, a sub-economic housing scheme, which had its
name derived from its original designation as ‘project temporary’. The housing
need was so dire, that this portion on the
east of Zamdela was built to first be occupied by white families, until the lowerincome precinct in western Sasolburg
could be completed, in 1956 – a situation
not without heated parliamentary exchanges (Oranje: 1996, 270) and an eventual resistance to relocation.
Later married male employees of
SASOL were enabled ownership of what

is clearly the elite part of Zamdela, and
they became known as Protemas (Sparks:
2012, 25; 198) (Fig. 14-16).
SASOLBURG & ZAMDELA:
CONCLUSIONS
Urban form is an incident of history. While
Sasolburg is much acclaimed as the ‘modernist city of South Africa’, it remains a
company town of the apartheid era which,
as this article has revealed, actually unravels itself as a ‘tale of two cities’.
The contrast between the variety of
the architect-designed, economical yet

climatically attuned residential accommodation available in Sasolburg, for rental or freehold, let alone the landscaping
context, and the houses and compounds
of the disenfranchised majority in Zamdela could hardly have been greater. As
for the facilities, formal shopping opportunities were only available in Sasolburg, which for recreational purposes
originally offered two cinemas and the
club, while Zamdela had a beerhall.
18.-21. Current-day photographs of the
circumferential park strips (Author)
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A little later, Sasolburg sprouted a hotel
and, in 1975, the impressive 500-seat
Etienne Rousseau theatre, which was
a phenomenal asset for a medium-sized
town, adjacent to which, in 1980, came
the award-winning public library x.
Zamdela was always secondary, and
in all of Kirchhofer’s articles is restricted
to a single paragraph (1958; 1976; 1996).
However, it is here that a life-enhancing
environment is overdue, and few buildings and contexts cannot be remodelled.
Influx control was repealed in 1987 and,
naturally, families migrated seeking a
better life in the urban areas, resulting in
shacks. The municipality (now reconstituted and enlarged as Metsimaholo) has
commenced the challenge by remodelling
hostels to ‘single-residence-type housing’
for ‘individual beneficiaries’ at ‘affordable rentals’ (Municipal Manager, 27 May
2015) – and hopefully with ‘more human
concepts’, resulting in the ‘balanced community’ Kirchhofer had hoped for.
As Kirchhofer remained continuously
employed at Sasolburg until 1983, he was
able to design the changes needed to expand the central business area to accommodate the new typologies of shopping
centres and supermarkets. He accomplished this, essentially, by mirroring the
existing retail accommodation and introducing a parallel road within the depth
of the precinct, defined by the inner-ring
road and largely at the cost of the park –
however underused it was (Fig. 6).
What is more, in the wake of the international oil crisis of 1973/4, the South
African government decided upon the
founding of a second SASOL plant and
town, as Sasolburg was only producing
a small proportion of the country’s fuel
requirements. The location of this plant
is some 140km west of Sasolburg, amidst
the coalfields of what was the eastern
Transvaal, now Mpumalanga. Again, the
design of the town, appropriately named
Secunda, went to Kirchhofer – this time,
however, in collaboration with Mallows.
The plan is linear and the blocks are more
rectangular, plus it has a correspondingly
interspersed network of parkways, recently fenced off at the road intersections
and thus rendered redundant.
This has not yet happened at Sasolburg, but for reasons of privacy and security, the owners of houses abutting the
parkways have surrounded their properties with high walls that have left the
walkways without surveillance and accessible only from the roads (Brockett: 1996).
In turn, the enjoyment of the ‘new way of
living’ by connecting with routes exclu-

sive to pedestrians and bicycles has been
severely curtailed, but the 30m minimum
width surely leaves scope for a reconsideration of principle.
The aim of Kirchhofer, namely ‘of making towns safer places [in which] to live’
today refers to personal security, a desire
even more elusive to achieve than vehicular-pedestrian safety, but now paramount.
Sasolburg is a product of its time, still
waiting to be dragged into the democratic
South Africa of the 21st century. In the
meanwhile SASOL, the world’s first and
largest oil-from-coal refinery, provides 40
percent of the country’s fuel. Thus, a lack
of finances cannot be blamed for not attempting a revalidation of the town-planning innovations.
Walter Peters is Professor of Architecture
at the University of the Free State.
i
According to Haswell, ‘burg’ was the suffix given to a
church-founded town (Haswell, R, South African towns
on European plans. The Geographical Magazine, July
1979, p687), yet was apparently applied in Sasolburg
for euphonic reasons (Meintjes: 1975, 50).
ii
Vanderbijlpark, Stilfontein, Lenasia, Ellisras, Virginia,
Carletonville, Welkom, Allanridge, Phalaborwa; see
Floyd: 1966.
iii
The 1923 Native (Black) Urban Areas Act refused
ownership of land in towns and cities, as blacks were
deemed ‘temporary sojourners’.
iv
A secretive organisation established in 1918 to foster
‘Afrikaans traditions and culture in every sphere of life’
(Standard Encyclopaedia of Southern Africa: NASOU,
1970). SASOL Chairman Dr PE Rousseau was a member,
while managing director Mr DP de Villiers was a ‘leading
member’ (Wilkins, I & Strydom, H. The Super-Afrikaners.
Johannesburg: Jonathan Ball, 1978, p14).
v
See Peters, W (Rand Afrikaans) University of
Johannesburg, Kingsway Campus. Journal of the South
African Institute of Architects, May/June 2011, p42.
vi
According to the article by Cooke & Kirchhofer, N
(2010, 45-46), Kirchhofer graduated from the part-time
Planning course at the University of the Witwatersrand
in Johannesburg, delivered during WWII by Wilfrid
Mallows. However, Mallows (b. Bedford, UK, 1905) served
as a pilot with the South African Air Force, 1941-45,
before obtaining his Town Planning Diploma in London,
in 1946, and re-opening his practice in Johannesburg in
1947 (Architect & Builder, August 1959, p64). He joined
the University of the Witwatersrand in 1956 and set up
the part-time Planning course (promoted Professor
1964, see SA Architectural Record, Dec 1964, p18), before
again opting for private practice in 1969 – this time as
MLH Architects & Planners (Beyers & Oosthuizen: 1996,
245-262). Based on these facts, Kirchhofer might have
trained as a planner at Wits during the war, if the course
was offered then (which could not be confirmed), but
certainly not under Mallows. See also footnote ix.
vii
Kirchhofer was admitted as a member of the Transvaal
Provincial Institute of Architects during 1940; see
South African Architectural Record, Feb 1941, p84. The
South African Institute of Town and Regional Planners
was founded in 1954. Having been involved in planning
commissions, including Sasolburg, it is conceivable that
for admission to membership Kirchhofer could have sat
only a special qualifying examination.
viii
In his PhD thesis, Stephen Sparks ascribes Sasolburg’s
‘residential areas… laid out in self-contained units, as
[being] highly redolent of progressive-era American
planner Clarence Perry’s “neighbourhood unit” design
concept’ (2012, 103).
ix
Stauch was subsequently to apply this concept to his
celebrated Winckley House, Villieria in Pretoria, 1944-5,
and the competition-wining Windhoek Library, 1954;
see Peters, 1998.
x
The theatre was by MV3 Architects (Moolman, Van der
Walt, Vlok & Van der Westhuizen) (Architecture SA, Jan/
Feb 2015, p5) and the library by Botha, Simons & Botha
(Architecture SA, Dec 1981, pp20-21).
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BY: HANS WEGELIN
FROM THEIR ORIGINS in Germany
in the 1960s, external wall insulation
systems soon became a popular method
of improving the thermal performance
of existing masonry or concrete building
stock. Back then, they consisted of polystyrene insulation panels that were glued
or mechanically fixed to an external wall
surface, and then finished with a thin
reinforced synthetic resin plaster.

wood, international controversy and
numerous lawsuits. The culprits were
found to be inadequate detailing of
joints and openings, as well as the drying potential of the wall.
But today, ETICS generally provides
excellent moisture protection at the
outer plane of a wall. Liquid-applied
water-proof barriers have been developed to be affixed directly to the
sheathing, to which adhesives are applied with a U-notched trowel in order
to create vertical drainage channels
between the ribbons. ETICS is now
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ETICS

Nowadays, they are known as External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems1 (ETICS), have a satisfactory track
record in Europe and have been proven
as durable as conventional masonry
and plaster systems. Millions of square
metres are installed each year, including
on new-framed buildings where the system is affixed to continuous sheathing.
In the mid-1990s, in both the US and
Canada, where the device is known
as an External Insulation and Finish
System (EFIS), damage cases were
reported on wooden stud-and-sheath
buildings in cold regions with high precipitation intensities – leading to rotting

1. Deloitte

1
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2

considered the superior thermal and
moisture barrier in any climate.
While it is a relatively new concept in
South Africa, the system seems to be taking off and should do well in our mainly
dry and forgiving climate. If workmanship on framed walls is shoddy and water
is allowed into the cavity, we might have
to deal with ‘reverse’ condensation – typical of a warmer climate – where warm
moist air condenses on the external face
of the internal cladding, adjacent to any
cool air-conditioned spaces.
ETICS is normally a proprietary system that needs to be architecturally
designed and installed at the outset.
Finishes can be expanded to any kind of
plaster, brick slips or tiles, and endless

Technical.indd 66

3

design possibilities may be achieved by
adding computer-modelled polystyrene
forms. These systems are pre-manufactured and erected rapidly, saving construction time. However, due to their
relatively soft surface, the system is best
avoided in spaces where vandalism is
a problem.
River Walk2 is one of many recent
examples of buildings in Pretoria that
have steel-framed insulated cavity walls3.
The light steel structural frame sup-

ports two layers of gypsum board internal cladding, while external sheathing
of 0.58mm of galvanised steel sheeting
was followed by a vapour membrane
with taped overlap joints, two layers of
high-density EPS, a thin polymeric base
coat reinforced with fibreglass mesh
and a red-coloured finishing coat. EPS
panel salient angles were reinforced with
corner beads.
Note: There was no need for insulation in the frame cavity. Insulation
panels were affixed to the frame, with
metal pins in plastic sleeves, to minimise
metal-to-metal contact to the frame,
thereby reducing thermal bridging.
2. Detail
3. Deloitte
1
(ETICS) in Central Europe, External Wall Insulation
Systems (EWIS) in Britain, External Insulation and Finish
Systems (EIFS) in Canada and the US.
2
The building described is River Walk, based in Ashlea
Gardens, Pretoria. Architects: Boogertman + Partners.
3
Technical work: St Gobain Weber.

SOURCES:

Künzel H, Sedlbauer K. (2006). Long-term
performance of external thermal insulation systems
(ETICS). Holzkirchen, Germany: Fraunhofer-Institute
for Building Physics.
Wikipedia.
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BY: NIC COETZER

1

ARCHITECTURE AND MORALITY is
the third album from 1980s synthpop band
OMD and the first record I ever bought.
It followed me around the world until it
landed up snapped in a friend’s garage in
Woodstock, dead in a cardboard box that
was rotting from the roof-drip-pour of a
Cape storm. I hold that album responsible
for so many things: over-sentimentality, a
penchant for drama, a fleeting interest in
graphic design. Oh, and an endless unease
at the coming together of those two words.
What exactly does architecture have to
do with morality?
The answer was never given in the
album. The title track holds no lyrics. It’s
full of clanking and hissing. The sounds
of industry (architecture?), and then leading on to a rapturous symphonic ecstasy
(morality?). It seems appropriate; in the
complicated orchestration, architecture
and morality seem to be kept apart, an
open-ended question.
It’s no surprise (albeit a bit ironic for a
band which used synthesisers to sound
like ‘truthful’ musical instruments, like
violins) that the album had been named
after David Watkins’ polemical 1970s
tract Morality and Architecture, which had
been published a few years before as a
sustained and systematic debunking of
Modernism’s ‘truths’. Those truths are

still with us today, conditioning our designs, looming over our right shoulder at
the drawing board, watching and correcting our every move with the squeeze of
the shoulder from the good priest (Laugier), Catholic monk (AWN Pugin), prudish
parson (John Ruskin – although he wasn’t
particularly religious), the moralising republican (Viollet le Duc) and the man
of many forms and great rhetoric who, at
one stage, reduced architecture to engineering (Le Corbusier) whilst simultaneously doing just the opposite.
And, if it’s not too much to say, these
men still hold your pen. They hold its
every move, they hold back its excess.
There are obvious curtailing strictures:
truth to materials, structural integrity,
‘honesty’ and the all-powerful invocation ‘form follows function’. Like most
religions, theirs is a rhetoric that locates
beauty on the inside, on the inner self
soul rather than on the outer form or appearance which is the Devil’s work. It is
a focus on the moral heart of architecture
– how space works with pure intentions
– whilst shaming the seductress (that’s
Frank Gehry!) and all his excessive fake
make-up. Excessive attention to the outside, to form and beauty and voluptuousness, is taken as a sign of moral corruption,
of a base character and shameful lust.

Bad is the building that wants to look
good – it’s scandalous to think that a passerby might throw the building a wanton
stare; a building that wants to be looked
at, inviting strangers in.
How Victorian.
But as Watkins notes, they also hint
at something more curtailing – that
architecture is one thing and it can be
emphatically known and it must be done
like this. The moralising preachers speak
with such surety. In Architecture and
Morality are no contradictions, no slippery gaps, no excess – simply a pure
homology between a morally pure inside and outside, an unexcessive, tightly
enfolded architectureandmorality.
Which is why, in some ways, OMD’s
subsequent album Dazzle Ships is far
more interesting than Architecture and
Morality. Its cover is a blaze of zigzagging
green, white and black stripes, inspired
by the camouflage used on WW1 ships
– not so much for disguise, but more to
deceive the enemy on a ship’s distance,
position and vector. Dazzle Ships is pure
dishonesty – a kind of anti-form-followsfunction, it’s all a lie. The stripes in dazzle-ship camouflage are contra to the
ship’s form and inner functions, cutting
it up, shifting planes through illusion and
artifice in defensive deceit. And, dare
I say it, there’s an homology between
the idea of dazzle-ships camouflage, the
album’s cover design, and the music and
sound content of the record itself: here
a build-up of 1970s Radio Prague callsign announcements, there a shifting
time-zones time-announcement chime,
there a diving submarine panic-stations
sound – it’s full of contradictions and
juxtapositions, obtuse and obscure. Dazzle Ships nearly ruined OMD’s musical
careers… But I find it an endless source of
inspiration and contemplation – a soundscape of ideas, disconnected, disconnecting, shifting, opening, suggesting.
After the financial failure of Dazzle
Ships, OMD’s next album was deliberately made to be uncontroversial and a commercial success. In preparation of this,
it was called Junk Culture.
1. Dazzle ship camouflage of USS Nebraska, 1918.

Source: cropped image from Wikimedia Commons
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ARCHITECTURE
AND MORALITY
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ADVERTORIAL

SERVING OUR NATION IN LAND
REFORM, DEVELOPMENT AND
GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION:

THE SOUTH AFRICAN GEOMATICS INSTITUTE (SAGI)
ADVISORY NOTE FOR APPOINTMENT OF SURVEYING AND
GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SCIENCE (GISc) SERVICES
THE SOUTH AFRICAN Geomatics
Institute (SAGI) supports and promotes
best practice in the planning, execution
and delivery of engineering and cadastral
surveys in South Africa. Similarly, SAGI
supports and promotes best practices
relating to the delivery of GISc products
and services.
In particular, SAGI draws your
attention to the following important
considerations when making
appointments of surveyors and survey
firms to undertake survey/GISc work:
RISK AND REGISTRATION
Clients should take cognisance of
the registration categories of surveyors
when appointing topographical, strip,
road, pipeline, structural and cadastral
surveys, on which infrastructure is to
be designed or property rights are to
be registered.
Clients should similarly take
cognisance of the categories of registered
GISc practitioners when making
appointments to firms or persons for
GISc services.
The appointment of unqualified or
inappropriately registered surveyors
or GISc practitioners for projects,
especially those funded from public
(state, provincial, and municipal)
funds, poses significant risk to the
appointing professional.
SUMMARY OF WORK CATEGORIES
AS PER ACT 40/1984
(Soon to be replaced by Act 19/2013):
1. A professional surveyor (PLS) can
contract for cadastral surveys and any
other type of survey.
2. A professional engineering surveyor
(PS) can contract for any survey,
excluding cadastral surveys.
3. An engineering surveyor (S)
can contract for any survey, excluding
cadastral surveys.

In the engineering survey technician
(ST and STT) category, these
technicians are only allowed to work
under the control and direction of a
person registered as a PLS, PS or S.
Professional geoinformatic
practitioners (GISc) and GISc
technologists are the only categories in
the GISc field that can contract for work.
BEST PRACTICE MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS
SAGI believes that best practice when
calling for quotes or tenders is to insist
on the following documents as part of
the tender document:
• Detailed response to the brief, stating
price, deliverables and time frames;
• Registration with PLATO and
eligibility to contract as per the
categories above in the form of a letter
of current good standing from PLATO
(www.plato.org.za);
• Proof of current professional
indemnity cover; and
• Proof of current good standing with
SAGI in the form of a letter of good
standing.

As an industry body, SAGI has
taken up the issue of using both
non-registered, and/or non-qualified,
surveyors for public-funded projects.
SAGI notes with concern that a great
number of architectural firms request
survey services from persons who are not
appropriately registered.
It is suggested that you require all
survey companies you request to quote
to provide the following documents as
part of their bids:
1. Proof of registration with PLATO
(our statutory body) as a survey
technologist (registration symbol – S)
or professional surveyor (registration
symbol – PLS). Note that technicians
(registration symbol – TS) are not
permitted to work unsupervised; and
2. Proof of adequate PI cover.
We trust that the above helps to clarify
your understanding of the importance of
using correctly registered surveyors on
your design and construction projects.

DO YOU REQUIRE A SURVEYOR?
Should you require a surveyor in future,
it would be appreciated if you could
consider the following:
• The building and construction
profession has an impressive schedule of
associations with various quality control
bodies, and as a profession, is committed
to ethical business practices.
• The survey profession is sure that you are
aware of the importance of using suitably
qualified and registered subcontractors
on projects which your members
undertake and are responsible for.
What you are probably not aware of is
the registered status of various survey
firms in South Africa.

For more details or information
on the support that SAGI can offer your
organisation, please contact the
National Office:
Email: president@sagi.co.za
Website: www.sagi.co.za
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PRETORIA ARCHITECTURE
– (INTER)-NATIONALISM,
REGIONALISM AND IDENTITY
BY: ROGER FISHER

1

CAN ONE HAVE a regional urbanism?
Or an urban regionalism? Or are all cities
destined to be aesthetically homogenised
by the universalities of their architecture?
Is the only way for cities to distinguish
themselves, destined to be as a result of
the iconic nature of their set pieces of
tower blocks and bespoken designs?
And what of the discipline? Are current
architectural concerns – green, sustainable
– such that they should be overarching and
overriding of the places and spaces where
they happen, even if alien to and alienating of those established traditions?
And what of the designers? Should
their hand be recognised, identifiable?
Or is the national imperative such that it
subjugates individual identity?
My younger colleague, Arthur Barker,
has posted an interesting series of essays
on the blog he writes, where he muses on
‘identity in architecture’.
He raises the issue of authenticity in
his first essay, citing the Resource Cen-

tres of Nina Maritz that are scattered
across that vast and sparse country, as
demonstrating an appropriate response to
their Namibian context.
To what extent is it useful, or necessary,
to have a national (in our case, South African) identity in architecture? Is it possible?
And, if so, what might that be? Is it something distinct from the politics of the day
or of the prevailing stylistic trends?
Our first issue is: what defines a national state? It is a construct, an invention, but
one that – once created – brings about all
manner of international consequences?
When the Closer Union movement
was envisaged for South Africa in 1908,
a journal called The State was founded.
It contained authoritative writings that
actively propagated a national identity, in
tales that might capture the imagination
of a people through relating acts of
derring-do; or tracts that might evoke
nostalgic bonds to a place or landscape.
The other discipline actively solicited

in fostering a national identity was architecture and the likes of Solomon, who
provided sketches, and Massey, Baker’s
man in the Cape, who contributed –
histories of structures, such as the
Castle of Good Hope; places, such as the
old Cape Dutch houses of the Cape; and
spaces, such as the furnishings of the Koopmans De Wet House – appropriate extant
symbols of what might be claimed by all as
shared South African, hence national, symbols of identity. But for architecture, these
were all of and in the Cape. The Cape offered what might be considered ‘culture’.
The debate on what might constitute a
‘South African’ style has flared from time
to time, particularly when a new architectural direction gained followers, or when
there was a change in political power. We
have it again, now, as part of the post-94
realisation of full democracy.
1. Rooftop view of Pretoria with prominent
administration building on the left.
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The retention of Pretoria as administrative capital has required a re-imagining
and re-imaging of its character. In its ZAR
heyday, the Goewermentsplein, flanked on
the north and south respectively by the Paleis van Justitie and the Raadsaal, presented a powerful juxtaposition as architecture
met legislature. These buildings were as
challenging in their variant eclectic styles
across the urban space, as the authority of
parliament was versus that of an independent judiciary in the realm of the law.
The buildings (and the purposes they facilitated) did duty as capital for the Transvaal Colony of the British Empire but, with
a union in the offing – and with the subsequent rapid concluding of a dispensation,
whereby it was determined that Pretoria
was to serve as administrative capital –
Baker found the places and spaces of Central Pretoria of ZAR-making unprepossessing and declared its architecture unworthy.
A new square was conceived in the
office of the Public Works Department
(PWD) of the Transvaal Colony (under
British rule), but then under the dispensation of self-governance. All very complicated politically, but architecturally of

3

profound consequence!
Baker rejected both possibilities and
set about placing his new building, initially Government Building but soon
to be called the Union Buildings, as an
acropolis on the flanks of Meintjieskop.
As the seat of parliament, they dignified
the day-to-day running of state – first
benignly, as a united White South Africa;
later embodying all the associations of the
Apartheid State. Today, however, they
symbolise the status of the Office of the
Presidency, along with all its constituent
protocols and powers.
All the aforementioned are buildings
that symbolise the National State. But
Pretoria also developed a city style as a
consequence of its open skies and sunny
spaces – pilotis, shopping arcades, louvred or egg-crated fenestration, the folded concrete canopy, mosaiced spandrel
panels – all giving a sense of permanence
and restrained bureaucratic dignity. Brick
abounds and the aesthetic becomes
strangely its own, a Pretoria architectural
identity, Pretoria regionalism.
The years of isolation of the 1970s
and ’80s – the urban bombings, the

military presence, the sandbagged Bedford-parked cavalcades, the anxiety, the
terror – coupled with a certain defiant architectural brutality and brashness, eroded the modulated aesthetic consistency
of the urban face.
And Pretoria/Tshwane? What should it
be? Is it its responsibility to the state to
characterise its nationhood as reflected in
a national architectural idiom, or the identity of place with an authentic responsive
architecture reflecting a regional identity?
Or in a hybridity, where these aesthetic
demands are weighed, balanced, melded
and mediated?
Today, there is an endeavour to erase
these associations with a fractured past.
We see the fine ‘Transvaal’ Provincial
Administration Building – a prime piece
of central city estate – abandoned; Munitoria – an equally finely wrought design
– imploded. What will Pretoria become?
Time will tell.
2. Pretora Modernism: flats in Arcadia by Gordon
McIntosh (1937)
3. Pretoria Regionalism: Meat Board building by
Helmut Stauch (1949)
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